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Hootie
Clemson's new
"Hootie" Ingram,
to make Clemson
terview on page 9

Mark Kelly reports on an 1881
magazine article praising Clemson's Calhoun Mansion. See his
story on page 3.
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Sen. Brown
Establishes
Foundation

Edwards Says Union
Needed For 'Peace'
University President Robert
C. Edwards, speaking before
the State Budget and Control
Board in Columbia Wednesday, warned members that a
student union and activities
building is urgently needed to
"keep peace and tranquility"
on the campus.
On
Tuesday, Governor
Robert McNair had listed the
student union on his list of
improvements which he con-

siders essential in the present
priorities for the coming year,
while also recommending additions to the school of architecture. McNair spoke on these
and other state financial topics
in his state of the state address.
Edwards termed his appearance before theboard as "most
receptive" and added, "Ithink
we will do pretty well". During
the session, Edwards outlined
the university's needed capital

decade.
Edwards urged the board to
act now to prepare for the influx of new students expected
in the coming years. Expected
enrollment by 1975 is set at
10,000 students. "Ifwe're going to do the things in the 70s
that we need to do, if those
programs are going to be carried out so that we can make
our contribution to the state,
we've got to have the tools or

Psychodrama On Drugs
To Appear Here Feb. 1
"The Concept", an offbroadway theatrical production with a lengthy list of favorable reviews from the nation's foremost stage critics,
will be performed in Littlejohn
Coliseum on Feb. 1, Vice President for Student Affairs Walter Cox announced this week.
"The Concept" is a psychodrama which developed in
1966 in Daytop Village, a
New York rehabilitation center for ex-narcotics addicts.

ticipation serves as an integral part in achieving the
overall effect, and members
of the cast parade through the
crowd at various points in
the play.
Essentially, the play has
been described as "a theatrical rendering, not only of their
own lives (the cast) and attitudes, but the lives and atti-

tudes of most drug addicts."
The tickets will be placed
on sale Jan. 19 at the Information Office on the Loggia,
at the price of $1 per ticket.
No tickets will be sold to anyone but students with a limitation of one to a student. If
all the tickets are not sold by
Jan. 28, the tickets will be
made available to faculty and
local citizens.

we're not going to be able to
doit."
While the student union request headed the list of improvements, others included
were $2.5 million for a biological sciences building; $2.1
millon for the Lee Hall addition to aid the architecture
school in passing accredidation; $3.5 million for an agricultural sciences, administration, and forestry building;
$2.5 million for a laboratory
building for electrical and
mechanical engineering; and
$650,000 to expand the agriculture engineering building.
Edwards also requested
$6.5 millionfor improvements
and expansion of utilities, and
improvements to various
other campus buildings.
Renovation of Godfrey Hall
and Tillman Hall would cost
$60,000 while thecompletion
of the library will require an
additional $975,000.
Edwards told the Board
"These are facilities that if we
don't get authority on, we are
in deep trouble."
Three weeks ago, Edwards
outlined a similar financial
plan for a House Ways and
Means subcommittee.

By JOHN BOLT
Staff Writer

Although the play has a
semblance of a script, most
of its success results from the
individual efforts of the eight
cast members. Audience par-

'The Concept9

Senate Opens Monday

On the positive side, Sr. Senator Andy Cochet said, "Senate accomplished about as
much as it can do...the factions within the Senate are not
as bad as they were last year."
Soph. Senator Angie Fowler
replied, "Senate sometimes
wants more power than it deserves, but I don't think that
we have too much power right
now."
Several senators voiced disapproval of the follow-up action taken on bills by the administration implying that
many members become disheartened when their work is
nullified by university officials. Soph. Senator Diane
Kerr expressed dissatisfaction
with the influence of the administration over some members, adding that "some senators are pawns of the administration. " Cochet, while not as
vehement in his criticism, remarked that "the administration should be more openminded.

Not Now, Edgar?", "What's
Taking Ya So Long," and
"What's More Important, Paul
Dietzel's Stadium Or Clemson
U's Student Union?"
Moore said that although
the state legislators were doing their best to attain a student union, "our group wanted to show these legislators
that Clemson students are interested in getting the facility
Clemson University President Robert C. Edwards, who
hosted the ceremony honoring
Brown, said the group of legislators did notbavetobesold
on the idea of a student union
building.

leave the student union question alone because the demonstration couldn't serve any
useful purpose."
Dean of Student Affairs Walter T. Cox said the demonstrators couldn't accomplish anything nor hurt anything.
The student union issue
dominated campus events last
semester when approximately
3,000 students signed a petition urging the S.C. General
Assembly t o appropriate
funds for the facility.

Edwards announced the establishment of the foundation
and praised the Senator. He
said the importance was not
in Brown's "remarkable political career," but "in the challenge he sounds for our future."
He also explained that the
foundation will begin with assets of well over $100,000,
including Brown's personal
donations and scholarships
given in his honor.
The income from the foundation will be used for "charitable, scientific, literary or
educational purposes at Clemson," Edwards said.
Edwards also announced
that Brown had agreed to
allow his papers and personal
memorabilia to be placed in
the Robert Muldrow Cooper
Library, in the proposed Edgar A. Brown Room.
Brown said he hoped his
trustees would give "first priority to the granting and
awarding of scholarships or...
loans to students at Clemson."
From 1934 to 1947 Brown
served as an elected member
of the Board of Trustees. He
has been a life member since
1948 and has been president
since 1966.

Edwards continued, "The
only contribution the demonstration group could have
made would have been to.

APO Bookstore
Called Success

Another contractural stipulation limits the size of the
audience to 800 persons because of the loss of effect when
played before a larger audience.

paradoxical nature of Senate
sessions is shown by the differing opinions of senators
on such subjects as legal efficiency, representation and
past accomplishments.

By REGGIE HARPER
Staff Writer

The lunchebn was attended
by Gov. Robert E. McNair as
well as representatives from
throughout the state. During
the demonstration, many of
the legislators chatted with the
marchers.
~ The demonstrators carried
placards which read "Why

Because of its unusual specifications, the play is performed with no one sitting in
the audience above the level
of the stage.

union building for Clemson at the top of
his recommendation list to the General
Assembly on Monday.

Union Demonstration
Held At Luncheon

Young Republican President
Dennis Moore, leader of the
group, said the demonstrators
carried placards "to remind
all the influential people at the
ceremony that Clemson still
doesn't have a student union."

The cast consists of eight
former heroine addicts, ranging in age from 15 to 21
years who perform "in the
round" on a stage using eight
wooden milk crates painted
black as props.

Student Senate will begin a
new semester of legislation on
Monday evening, following a
semester characterized by successes and frustrations, red
tape and periodic chaos. The

Student Union Now!
A group of students marched at a luncheon honoring Sen. Edgar Brown to demonstrate Clemson's plea for a student union.
Gov. Robert E. McNair placed the student

A group of Clemson University students held a demonstration Jan. 9 during a luncheon honoring the university's
Chairman of the Board of
Trustees Edgar Brown.

Dr. Virginia Hardie, university counseling psychologist, who first saw the performance at the World Health
Conference last year, commented, "I decided that if there
was one thing that I could
bring to Clemson, this psychodrama would be it. This performance was the most emotion-packed thing I have ever
seen."

By BOB THOMPSON
Staff Writer

A testimonial dinner on Jan.
9 for Sen. Edgar Brown, DBarnwell, marked the announcement of the Edgar A.
Brown Foundation, with assets of over $10,000.
Attending the dinner for the
81-year-old "Bishop from
Barnwell," were Gov. Robert
E. McNair, House Speaker
Sol Blatt, Clemson President
Robert C. Edwards and about
350 other state officials.

Another problem that the
student legislature has had to
contend with is the inemperience of its members and their
lack of familiarity with parliamentary procedure. That
problem could be remedied
somewhat, beginning next
year, by a class provided to
train student leaders. On that
subj ect, Miss Kerr added,
"Classes would be helpful in
training Senate members. But
I doubt if many of them would
have the initiative to attend
such classes."
Nearly all Senate members
interviews felt that the problem of factionalism had grown
out of proportion. Senate president Jim Foster said that the
lack of compromise between

the members correspond directly to the existence of certain voting blocks. He added
that the factions did not seem
to be related to any campus
groups, although he had expected some organizational
polarization.
Miss Fowler pointed out the
trend toward group voting by
saying, "You always know
how certain senators will vote
on certain issues." Cochet remarked that "one individual
doesn't have as much power
as before," implying that perhaps concentrated power is
waning in relation to past
years.
Soph. Senator George Pappas summarized the feelings
of many senators by saying,

"Anyone who runs for a second year in Senate must be
really dedicated. It's so frustrating to have bills shot down
by petty politics and trivial
arguments." He also said that
the proposals are not receiving an adequate amount of
researching before they are
voted on.
One of the new ideas which
will probably be acted upon
this semester is a revamping
of the representation methods
for the Senate, in order to help
familiarize the student body
with candidates. Other topics
of discussion may include the
parking problem on campus,
beer consumption at dances,
the pass-fail grading system
and teacher-evaluation methods.

The Student run Bookstore
organized and run by members of Alpha Phi Omega
(APO), a national service fraternity, was termed by APO
President Rick Oborn highly
successful after its first semester of operation.
Located in the F lounge of
Johnstone HalL the book exchange operated from January 6-20. Students brought
their used books in, set their
own price, and the APO sold
them for them at a nominal
charge to cover costs of running the exchange.
This project ends about a
year of planning by Oborn
and APO. The idea arose at
a regional APO meeting last
spring, where APO members
from Auburn University and
the University of Maryland
explained how it worked at
their respective schools.
"One of the main problems
the APOfaced Oborn said, was
the skeptical attitude by some
school officials who cited previois failure in the same
area."
However, the administration gave the go-ahead sign
and the exchange was set up.

Oborn said finding a "central
location" was another problem, but that use of the F
lounge solved that.
One of the reasons the exchange was set up was because
of student dissent over prices
in the campus bookstore. The
APO provided an economical
solution, and Oborn said the
exchange would be used as
long as it is supported by the
students.

APO Bookstore

APO will run a student bookstore Jan. 16-20 in F-lounge
for all students interested in buying or selling books.

SLED Agents Aiding
In Fire Investigations
By BUDDY PORTER
Staff Writer
Investigations are continuing in the fires
that were set in several buildings on campus
on Dec. 12, Chief of Security Jack Weeden
reported Tuesday.
The Clemson Security Department is working with State Law Enforcement Division
agents in the investigation of the causes of
the blazes that occurred in the Robert Muldrow
Cooper Library, and Geer and Cope dormitories.
Negligible damage occurred in the library,
but over six hundred dollars was the esti-

Legislature Examines Winthrop Coeducation
By TOM PRD3DY
Staff Writer
A committee appointed by the
South Carolina Legislature is
studying the possibility of permanent coeducation at Winthrop
College.
The original proposal of admitting men was presented several months ago when the state
approved the temporary and experimental admission of 200
male students.
Since then, many Winthrop administrators and faculty have
appealed to the state to make the
school a coeducational institution.

A chief proponent of coeducation is Winthrop president Dr.
Charles Davis, who recently appeared before the House Ways
and Means Committee to request
additional appropriations next
year.
Davis said that he advocated
permanent coeducation to give
day student males who would
otherwise be unable to go to
college a chance for an education.
All of the men presently enrolled at Winthrop commute to
classes.
" I strongly advocate coeducation as do 98 or 99 per cent of

the faculty and most of the students," Davis said.
Representative Harold Breazeale, chairman of the House
Education Committee told the
investigating group that the state
cannot afford to support awomen's college.
He said that since South Carolina sends fewer high school
graduates to college than any
other state, coeducation at Winthrop would give the high school
graduate an additional opportunity to attend a school closer
to his home.
Dr. Davis also believes that
Winthrop will become a better
institution with the admission of

—Walker

men.
He sees male students as an
incentive to attract better teachers as well as more appropriations from the state for better
facilities.
He believes that both the graduate and undergraduate curricula would be strengthened and
expanded.
The opponents of coeducation,
who have definite, non-sentimental reasons for the opposition,
cite money asthemaindeterrant.
An organization known as the
Taxpayers Committee for a Better Winthrop is strongly opposed
to coeducation and recently sent
letters to parents of Winthrop

students defending the right to
remain an all-girl school.
They claim that the cost of
additional facilities would negate
any academic advantages men
might provide.
Dr. Davis feels otherwise. In an
interview with the Winthrop student newspaper he explained his
reasoning.
"Eventually there must be a
school in the northern part of
the state to serve both men and
women," he said. "It would cost
millions of dollars to build another school."
The investigating committee is
expected to make its suggestions
to the legislature shortly.

mate of damage in the dorms as three washers
were destroyed.
The library blaze occurred sometime after
midnight on Dec. 12, in the basement as the
night watchman discovered oily rags, a rug,
cotton matting, and a pile of burning boxes.
Damage was reduced considerably due to both
the fire department's quick arrival and the
automatic sprinkler system in the library.
Weeden stated, " It was not the damage that
did occur, but the possible damage that could
have occurred," referring to the chance that the
fire might have gotten out of control had it not
been found as early as it was.
At about 3:00 a.m. the same night, residents
of Geer and Cope Halls were awakened by
fires burning in the washing machines. Besides the blaze itself, a dense, poisonous
smoke coming from melting plastic in the
washers endangered the students on the first
floor of Geer.
Fortunately, Chief Weeden and his men
awakened these persons and evacuated the
hall. The blazes completely destroyed the
three washers valued at over 200 dollars
each.
Commenting on the fires, Weeden said that
fires were not unusual at each semester's
end, but that those fires merely "destroyed
property...and certainly endanger the lives
of the students on campus."
Investigators now have several suspects
and are still questioning the students who were
in the library that night and residents of the
two dorms.
Weeden said arson carries a maximum sentence of twenty years, but it would be left up to
officials as to whether university or state
officials would prosecute anyone charged with
the acts.

GUBERNATORIAL RACE
Opinions expressed on the editorial page
are those of the individual writer, excepting
the lead editorial which expresses the majority opinion of The Tiger editorial board.
DENNIS BOLT, Editor-in-Chief
JOHN NORTON, Associate Editor
DICK HARPOOTLIAN, Associate Editor
RANDAL ASHLEY, Executive News Editor
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The Governor's Garbage
As pollution rises on the list of
domestic priorities in federal government, it has become one of the
crucial issues before the 1970 S. C.
General Assembly and Gov. Robert E. McNair.
Controversy flared Tuesday in
the first day of business when Rep.
Alex Sanders, D-Richland, introduced a resolution that would delay for one year the issuance of a
permit to the German BASF plant
in Beaufort County for dumping
any wastes into Port Royal Sound.
Sanders' resolution drew bitter
response from Sen. James M. Waddell, Jr., D-Beaufort, who appeared
in the House to defend the good
name of BASF and his county. Eschewing the stigma of reason, Waddell said Sanders and his Richland
colleagues would do well to clean
up the Congaree River, the receptacle of 21 million gallons of wastes
daily.
The issue is whether or not state
government is courageous enough
to place restrictions and regulations
on businesses that threaten our environment with industrial wastes.
Gov. McNair is to be commended
for his proposed tax on major nonresidential water-users to fight pollution, for which he drew a harsh
rebuff from the S. C. Textile Manufacturers' Association. But McNair has refused to regulate BASF
in the interests of anti-pollution
leaders.
The weakness of McNair's water
usage tax is that the revenue would
go into a trust fund for "such projects as watershed development, pollution control facilities, and marine
resource development." The tax is
a step forward, and the projects he
mentioned are wise indeed, but the

ultimate answer to pollution in this
state and the rest of the country
lies in government regulation of
industry.
Government must have the courage to say flatly to industrial plants
that the disposal of wastes in our
waterways and smog in our air cannot be tolerated.
McNair sees the Sanders resolution as a threat to sorely needed industrial growth in South Carolina,
and that argument is not without
some merit, but we simply must
confront the larger issue of industrial pollution of our environment.
Orion Hack, president of the Hilton Head Horticultural Society,
said earlier this week that Beaufort
County citizens were promised by
state officials that the Tenneco
Chemical Plant would not "pollute
Beaufort County" when that industry moved in. "Now, we have
proof that they do pollute, having
already killed marshlands, mussels
and oysters," he added.
Hack continued that BASF would
be 100 times larger than Tenneco
and the "performance of BASF in
other places surely gave us no reassurance."
The intention of Rep. Sanders,
based on a study by a group of scientists, is only to delay BASF operations long enough to assure the
state and the citizens of Beaufort
County that coastal waterways will
not be polluted.
We ohpe that the General Assembly will support the resolution
and that Gov. McNair will face up
to one of the crucial issues of our
time. The governor has presented
sound, viable anti-pollution programs, but the final answer is in
government regulation of industry.

Back Seat Visits
The following is a reprint of an
editorial printed in the Tiger last
Oct. 17. Danny Hunt announced
this week his efforts to implement
a program of dormitory visitation
and although his program is somewhat different from previous programs, the question is still whether
or not the administration will allow
members of the opposite sex to occupy a dormitory room for any extended period of time.
We feel that it would be wise for
the administration to ponder the
points of this editorial.
Executive officers of the University several weeks ago rejected a
proposal by the Student Senate
providing for dormitory visitation
between males and females each
weekend.
The story was picked up by the
national press services, apparently
because they felt the decision controversial or at any rate significant.
The campus reaction, however, was
nebulous at best.
We suspect that most students
who read the story shrugged their
shoulders and said, "It figures." We
feel sure that few saw any validity
in the only reason the administration was willing to offer.
The administration, in the guise
of Dean Walter Cox, stated that, "It
is our opinion that visitation should
be limited to the public areas of the
dormitories. Te design and arrangement of our dormitories do
not lend themselves to such a program without infringement on the

rights of roommates."
To our knowledge, this is the first
instance in which the executive officers have shown such concern for
the rights of roommates. And it
must be remembered that any male
guest who now wishes to visit men's
dormitory rooms may do so. Roommates solve any problems arising
from such visits among themselves.
The same is true in the women's
dorms.
It becomes apparent then that
the administrative officials made
their ruling not on the basis of
roommate rights, but rather on the
basis of SEX, which is never once
mentioned in their decision.
Once again the administration
has chosen to view its university
students as children not to be trusted in a room which contains both a
bed and a member of the opposite
sex.
We do not doubt that dormitory
visits will in some cases produce
the sexual activities which the officers envision. W.e do doubt, however, the validity of their position
as moral guardians. It strikes us
that the moral decisions could well
be entrusted to the young men and
women involved.
. And the executive officials might
do well to remember that students
do not need dormitory rooms in
which to commit immoral acts—the
back, seats of cars have become
rather traditional. But the back
seats of cars are horrible places to
visit.

Milk And Immorality
Columbia's UFO Coffeehouse,
Inc., one of a series of pacifist coffeehouses situated near military
bases, was closed for all practical
purposes Tuesday when the Richland County Grand Jury charged
five officers of the institution with
keeping and maintaining a nuisance.
A story in the Columbia State

Tuesday called the action the "first
step in a joint city-county effort to
shut down the nationally publicized
organization."
The eight-point indictment covered every conceivable charge
which could be dregged up from the
state codes. The crimes ranged
(Continued on page 3)

Watch Out For Radicals
By DENNIS BOLT
Editor-in-Chief
The 1970 S.C. gubernatorial race
has the potential for one of the state's
most interesting political campaigns in
recent history.
The election was earlier assumed to
be a contest between Lt. Gov. John C.
West, a moderate Democrat, and Charleston businessman Arthur Ravenel, a
moderate Republican'. Such a race
would be politically uninspiring, unless
Ravenel is successful in his bid for the
state's black vote, a traditionalbulwark
of Democratic support.
While West will probably remain the
Democratic front-runner, recent rumors
contend that Ravenel may be side-

tracked by either one of two of South
Carolina's most firebrand right-wingers, Third District Congressman Albert
Watson and Sen. Strom Thurmond,
either one of whom could handily defeat
the less charismatic West.
Unfortunately, Ravenel may not
have the opportunity to prove his electability, since the S.C. Republican Party
can nominate its candidate without a
primary election. Even if a Republican
primary were held, Ravenelcould hardly defeat Watson or Thurmond.
Watson, having publicly expressed
interest in the election, is a more probable candidate than Thurmond, who
has ammassed considerable power in
the Senate.

The Draft Watson for Governor
movement, launched Thursday in Columbia, is apparently a serious campaign to capture the governor's seat
for the Republican Party for the first
time in this century. The campaign is
spearheaded by two experienced politicians, J. Drake Edens, former S. C.
Republican Party chairman and now
South Carolina's Republican National
Committeeman, and State Rep. Mac
Patterson, R-Greenville. Adding impetus to the movement is Dr. James Edwards of Charleston, who fought for
the presidential nomination of Calif.
Gov. Ronald Reagan during the 1968
National Republican Convention.
One rumor has it that Richland County Sheriff Frank Powell generated the
Draft Watson campaign. A close friend
of Watson's, Powell would be named
chief of the State Law Enforcement
Division (SLED), a prestigious state
post currently held by Pete Strom,
appointed by former Gov. George Bell
Timmerman Jr. in 1956.
Powell, a Democrat, has denied that
he is connected with the Watson campaign and declared Tuesday that he
owes his "allegiance to the Democratic
Party." In the recent past, however,
S. C. Democrats have increasingly
bowed to arch-conservative ideology
over party unity. Powell, moreover, is
politician enough to recognize a fat
political plum when he sees it.
South Carolina's future would be
indeed dim with Albert Watson as governor, and such political regression
would eradicate the state's recent progress in government. Unfortunately,
Watson has the charisma and political
experience to defeat either West or Ravenel. One good dose of "get the hippies
out of here—win the war in Vietnam or
bow shamefully to the Godless communists—get federal hands off local institutions'' rhetoric, in Watson's expert
oratory, may sound the death knell
for any likely opponent.
The more gruesome prospect, however, is the possibility that Strom Thurmond, regression par excellence, may
return to South Carolina as its next

governor. As far-fetched as it may
seem, that prospect is not to be laughed at.
Thurmond said Tuesday in a telephone interview with The State that he
does not intend to run for governor in
1970 and will remain in the Senate,
but, he added, "circumstances could
change." Asked if he had positively
closed the door on the possibility, Thurmond said, "I didn't open the door on
that question so I can't close it. No one
can say that anything is ever closed."
The former Dixiecrat presidential
candidate has a reputation for being
perfectly candid, and his noncommital
answer indicates that Thurmond has
been considering the gubernatorial election.
One theory maintains that Thurmond
is beginning to feel his age and wants
to assure the state of future right-wing
representation in Washington. He
would run for governor without resigning his senate seat and, if elected,
appoint Watson to fill the unexpired
term. The state would have another
arch-conservative in the Senate, and
Thurmond, serving his second term
as governor, would become a statesman, as it were.
The state, however, would be on the
brink of political disaster. Alabama
and Mississippi couldn't hold a candle
to the Palmetto State with Thurmond
at the helm and Watson driving the
"communists"from Washington.".
Strom Thurmond has become an
institution in South Carolina, and that
he has massive support among the
state's voters is undeniable.
The state is on the threshold of a new
era in the state government, however,
and the people cannot afford to elect
either Thurmond or Watson governor.
Democrats and Republicans who care
about the future of their state must go
to the people now and make sure that
recent progress in state government is
not compromised.
South Carolina cannot afford the
price of furthering Albert Watson's political career or making Strom Thurmond a statesman.

IN LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Fraternities Squelch Senate Meeting;
Downtown Merchants Are Indicted
James Foster
President of the Student Senate
Dear Jimmy,
I dropped by for the Senate
meeting last Monday night,
but the four of us who were
there didn't accomplish too
much. Slipped a sneaky one
in there, didn't you?Well, Gordon would have liked it that
way. As it was, I madeitback
to the Canteen in time for the
last of "The Music Scene," so
the evening wasn't totally
without some laughs. Please
drop a line if we're having
anymore meetings this semester.
P.S. Hope the fraternity bids
come out all right.
Bill Evans,
Junior Senator

Merchants

tance. If the close to 7,000
students want something bad
enough, and are willing to
work for it, they can get it.
This past summer I remember Danny Hunt telling me
about how bad he thought
things were downtown. He
told me of the student boycotts he and Student Government were going to organize
against the downtown merchants. The idea sounded
good then, and still does —
what happened to it, Danny?
The canteen boycott last semester was a good idea, but
ineffective. But then how effective can a single day boycott
be? The boycott seemed only
to protest the need for a new
canteen on East campus. It
should have also included
complaints about the poor
quality of food, the high prices of food and other goods,
the racial discrimination ofi
hired help, and the inadequacy of the present canteen.
The Clemson student needs
to become aware of how he is
being cheated of proper facilities, services, and reasonable
prices. The student also needs
to realize that he can change
what is happening. If you
don't rock the boat occasionally, it's going to sink!
Charles G. Whitmire

Dear Sr,
The other day I wandered
in one of our illustrious eating places downtown. I went
down the line and got an ice
cream bar out of the freezer
and went to pay for it. The
cashier said it was 13 cents.
I made a comment, mostly to
myself, that inflation is really
hitting everything nowadays.
The cashier told me that if I
didn't want the ice cream I
could put it back and leave.
But in the town of Clemson,
as everyone knows, services Dear Sir,
are very limited, so I went
I have just had passed on
ahead and paid the insulting to me an article reporting the
woman for the ice cream.
proposal of a Clems on student
This may sound like an group to change the name of
isolated incident that never Tillman Hall on the basis that
happens, but the fact is, that "Pitchfork Ben" was, among
similar accidents have occur- other things, an outspoken
red to me and my friends segregationist in his day.
many times. The people of
This represents some of the
Clemson know that they have student immaturity that we
the students over a barrel, oldsters purportedly find so
and many of them don't care common intoday's outspoken
what happens to the students. students. Frankly, it does
Many of the merchants are just seem immature because it adout to make a monetary kill- vocates an action on such a
ing on the students and usual- small scale (or perhaps it is a
ly succeed.
clever disguise, which I don't
The good townspeople of see through, for some broadClemson seem to forget that er scale effort.)
without the students at this
We might get the name of
university, there would be no Tillman off the building, but
town of Clemson, S.C. The he would continue to live on in
students- are the bread and the pages of some of the hisbutter of nearly every person tory books, particularly those
in this town, whether directly which deal with the Reconor indirectly. So, why do we struction period.
students put up with all the
The library at Clemson
exorbitant prices, bad service must have dozens of volumes
and semi-food?
which recount Tillman's life
Recently there has been and actions. These should be
some improvement in facilities burned and purged if we are
downtown. The competition to insure that at Clemson one
between the Red Carpet makes like he never happenLounge and the Study Hall ed, and most particularly that
has helped the students. But he had nothing to do with
there are still places downtown the college.
that serve atrocious food at
But here again, this is sh>
outrageous prices. It seems dent behavior, typically setas though the town of Clem- ting sights too low. Ben Tillson just does not care about man is really "smallpotatoes"
the average Clemson student, in the whole parade of personas long as he keeps spending ages across the scene. Why not
his money.
take dead aim on the ultimate
The students on this camp- target—Washington?
us have great power which
The Father of our Country
they can wield over the town, must have been a slave-ownbut the students just do not er; even if he was not, slavery
seem to realize their impor- was practiced in his day and

Ben Tillman

as President and Commanderin-chief he ought to have done
something about it. And besides that, he certainly waged
a war against Britain that he
had strongly supported and
helped instigate — a real warnik. No town should be named
for him — not our Capitol.
Let's rid the nation of these
reminders of our past —so we
don't have to tell it like it is —
or was — anymore. We can
make like it never happened,
and light the torch of liberty
by the fires of the books and
signs we burn in conquest.
Today Tillman Hall; Tomorrow the World.
Yours sincerely,
Jebb Abbott
P.S. Pardon the longhand
but my secretary has gone to
a D.A.R. Convention and I
can't type on one of those
electric things.
P.S. Jr. Keep up the good
work.

Music
Mr. Mel Browne
Program Director
WSBF

Dear. Mr. Browne:
The following students, having learned of the new program format for the up-coming semester, have come to
the realization that there is
great need for improvement
in the field of programming.
We believe that while the
music of today is progressing, your station(ourstation)
is retrogressing. We say "our
station" because WSBF is financially supported ' by the'
administration and is there
to serve the student body.
We have noticed particularly that Country Music, "Bubblegum" Music, and other
"popular" types of music constitute the bulk of your musical programming.
There exists today various
forms of Rock Music. For example, Bob Dylan, Peter, Paul
and Mary and Simon and
Garfunkel make up a category known as Folk Rock.
Blood, Sweat and Tears and

ticated Jazz Rock.
In the field of Country Rock
there are groups such as The
Band, Crosby, Stills & Nash,
and Creedence Clearwater Revival. Janis Joplin, Joe Cocker and Three Dog Night lean
toward the realm of Soul
Rock. Finally, there is the
ever present Hard Rock,
which consists of such groups
as Led Zeppelin, The Doors,
and Cream.
We believe that this variety,
along with other forms of music such as pure jazz and folk
would bring about more sophisticated programming, which
would be more befitting to the
intellect of the college student.
We sincerely hope that some
action will be taken in the
near future to remedy the substandard caliber of the music
presently being played.
Sincerely yours,
Herbert J. Gitlens
William N. Lawrence
and 50 other signatures

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Coach Roberts Criticized;
VD Epidemic Questioned
Dear Sirs:
After attending the Maryland-Clemson basketball
game on Monday night, I
cannot see the way that Coach
Bobby Roberts used his personnel in the way that he did.
With our team five points
behind, and with two minutes
left in the game, he had four
of our team's starters sitting
on the bench. We had an excellent change to win the game,
but with most of his starting
personnel on the bench —none
in serious foul trouble — he
threw away any chance of
our team winning the game.
I saw it, but I could not believe it! Any person who saw
the game could see that we had
no chance of winning.
Letting four people sit on
the bench in foul trouble is
one thing, but none of them
had any more than three (3)
fouls, and the game was nearly over. I have always been
taught to play to win, but to
do what Coach Roberts did is
almost unforgivable.
I do not contest Coach
Roberts' knowledge of the
game of basketball, but I do
not understand WHY!!! Only
two of the players on the court
at the close of the game stood
over 6'4", and two of the
players on the bench were
6'7", and both were Starters.
Winning ball games helps
recruitment, and losing sure
HURTS. How are we going
to have a winning season in

basketball when the starters
sit on the bench???
C. Ronald Wright
Class of 1971

F.D.

Dear Sir,
There are rumors circulating on campus of a mass epidemic of VD. I think it would
be very informative and in
the best interest of all students,

if the TIGER could follow up
on this issue. Instead of haranguing the administration, student government, or some relatively unimportant matter,
I believe the TIGERcanmake
a positive effort with the entire
student body in mind. The
health and educational atmosphere of this university must
not be sacrificed.
(Name withheld by request)
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UFO Officers Charged
(Continued from page 2)
from the playing of loud music to
the corruption of minors.
It is obvious from statements
made by local law enforcement officials that the closing of the UFO
is the result not so much of any
law violation as it is a reaction to
the anti-establishment nature of the
coffeehouse in general.
Richland County Solicitor John
W. Foard, Jr., was quoted by The
State as saying, "that his office employed a "rarely-used legal move"
and chose a criminal indictment because it was "the quickest and surest way." The county officials used
statutes that would no doubt put
most cinemas and bookstores out of
business if regularly enforced when
they indicted the officers on one
charge of displaying "obscene and
offensive" printed matter "that
could be seen by the passing public" or that could be seen upon entering the building.
One of the more ridiculous charges stated that the operators did
"aid, encourage, entice, allow and
permit minors under the age of 21
to become incorrigible and ungovernable or habitually disobedient
beyond the control of his or her
parents ... or become habitually
truant, associate with immoral and
obscene and profanse language."

vicious persons, or habitually use
The solicitor termed the corruption
of juveniles "one of the major
points" of the indictment.
What horrible things were the operators of the UFO telling the innocent youths of Columbia to make
them so incorrigible? As a pacifist
organization, the UFO was obviously dedicated to ending the Vietnam
War among other things, basing
their disgust of the war's immoral
nature. If so, they were "endangering his or her morals" by telling
them about immorality.
The UFO allows no alcoholic beverages on the premises. Refreshments include milk, soda, and lemonade. "Obscene" materials include federally-mailed underground
papers.
It is obvious to the staff of this
publication that, though the UFO
undoubtedly experienced the problems of every public gathering
place, the criminal accusations
which have been levied against it
by the city and county result primarily from a refusal by the citizens and officials of Columbia to allow basic freedoms of speech and
dissent. The incident in Columbia
is just one more small step in what
appears to be a "silent majority"
movement toward a national police
state.

BRING THE BOYS HOM£~N0W

By JOHN NORTON
Associate Editor
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Students Breath Garbage;
Harpootlian Condemned
Dear Sir,
South Carolina is full of
crap. South. Carolina's air
that is. This observation came
to me when fog descended
Monday on Clemson. Hooked
at this fog and saw something
familiar. Ah yea, it was just
like the filthy, choking smog
that plagued me back in N.J.
The P-plant and Pickens county's share of South Carolina's
one million automobiles has
brought back memories of
home to me.
But who needs such memories? Smog is morethanabad

CEILING
AND
VISIBILITY
UNLIMITED

memory; it is a nightmare.
Smog must be eliminated before it eliminates us.
Since this area has comparatively cleaner air in relation
to the rest of the country, most
people around here don't realize the threat of smog. "Sure,"
they say, "sure cars give off
deadly carbon monoxide, and
sure factory and power plant
smokestacks send tons of garbage into the air. But this
waste floats off somewhere
and just goes away."
As more and more industrial waste is forced into our
air, less space remains for
this waste to go. Eventually
some smog settles on our
houses and rots the paint
away. And some smog settles
in our lungs and rots them
away.
New York City has been
rated number one in smog by
the National Center for Air
Pollution Control. Living in
New York has been compared
to smoking from two to three
packs of cigarettes a day.
At this time, New York's
air is lousier than that of the
rest of the country. But at the
rate that man is polluting his
atmosphere, the entire country's air may have passed this
point in filthiness before the
end of the century.
Think about that the next
time you take a deep breath
of the "fresh" air and remember you are breathing garbage.
Yours truly,
Constance Edison
(pseudonym)

Resign
Dear Mr. Harpootlian:
I have just finished reading
the October 31 edition of The
Tiger. Your two articles,
"Trailing The Tiger" and
"Clemson Is Going To Hell"

were masterpieces of deceit
written by an individual
whose betrayal of a great university and a fine man, Coach
Frank Howard, is equal to
that of the infamous Benedict
Arnold.
It is ironic that I should
have been reading this when
I heard of Coach Howard's
resignation over television.
I am sure that you and your
cohorts must be rejoicing over
the resignation of Coach Howard. May I assure you that
your brand of cheap journalism has no place in a decent
society and the names of Clemson and Howard will be remembered and revered long
after your name has faded
into insignificance.
The silent majority of South
Carolians who love Clemson
are getting a little weary of
your insulting barbs and your
desire for change. If you and
your editor could offer something better it would be different but pseudo-intellectualism
is a far cry from the real
thing and this seems to be
your sole possession.
If you wish to really do
something for Clemson and
South Carolina, my advice
would be for you to resign
as Associate Editor of The
Tiger but not before writing
an apology to the individuals
whose Characters you have
sought to assassinate.
This would be a fine contribution to the Nation, the
State and the University and
it is my sincere hope that you
will do this for the sake of
common decency or change
your tactics and become a
part of society.
Thomas F. Evan
Minister
First United Methodist Church
Bennettsville

At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft "ceiling and visibility unlimited"
is not just an expression. For example, the President of our
parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiving an engineering degree. The preceding President, now
Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current
President of P&WA started in our engineering department
as an experimental engineer and moved up to his present
position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have
one thing in common — degrees in an engineering or
scientific field.
To insure CAVU*, we select our engineers and scientists
carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

u

DIVISION OF UNITBO AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

A
An Equal Opportunity Emptoyw

Quoting from an editorial in the Dec. 4 edition
of the Anderson "Free Press:"
"If anyone has doubts about the administration of Clemson University allowing student views
which differ from those of the university, they
only have to read The Tiger, the student newspaper.
"For several years, The Tiger's editorial staff
has included kneejerks with radical views similar to those who staff hippie 'underground' press.
What's more, it is an established fact that only a
tiny fraction of the Clemson University student
body subscribes to such outlandish views.
"It appears that a hard-core element has taken
over The Tiger and, in our opinion, it would be a
refreshing change if a student move was launched
to 'throw the rascals out' (Ed. note; We assume
this quote is from Spiro) and replace them with
individuals more attuned to the majority view."
Are these guys serious? A majority student
movement on this campus in some direction other than the Red Carpet's girlie show?
I wonder if kneejerk will get me out of the
draft.
ONE MORE

One other bit of humor from the "Free Press."
As some of you may know, the editor of the Free
Press started a daily in Anderson, The NewsLeader, back in the summer of '69. It lasted about
six months, but in the words of the editor, "lack
of support" cause its downfall.
Although a staunch defender of freedom, the
editor is apparently not above a few sour grapes.
We found this item in a little column entitled "Pot
Shots:"
"Striking-Contrast-Department: Was it only
coincidence that, immediately after the demise of
the News Leader, there was a drop in the number
of pages in the liberal daily press here? (No more
'bonus' ads?)"
The liberal newspaper referred to in this blurb
was that old bastion of the radical left, The Anderson Independent.

TO BECOME
A
ORDINATION is without question and for life.
tries.

CAVU* might also mean full utilization of your technical skills
through a wide range of challenging programs which include jet
engines for the newest military and commercial aircraft, gas
turbines for industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space
programs, fuel cells for space vehicles and terrestrial uses, and
other advanced systems.

"THROW THE RASCALS OUT"

WOULD YOU
LIKE

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D.'in: MECHANICAL •
AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE* ENGINEERING SCIENCE • ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
Consult your college placement officer — or write Mr.
William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

Items in the news: First, from the Clemson
Newsletter, the following: "George I£. Maertens
(Prof) conducts an extensive program of speaking engagements in and around the Clemson community. His many years of military experience,
combined with world-wide travel, have led to a
vast store of knowledge and understanding of
world conditions which enable Colonel Maertens
to answer some of the questions the American
people (eds. note: silent majority) are asking today. -Most recently, Colonel Maertens has been
asked to manage and organize the Freedom Programs for schools in Westminster, Walhalla, and
Seneca to be conducted during Sertoma Freedom
Week in February."
The subject Col. Maertens is speaking on is
freedom, and freedom is an appropriate topic for
the public schools. But I wonder how much freedom will be allowed? Unless _I miss the point
entirely, I assume that the colonel will be speaking in support of the United States military presence at home and around the world, particularly
in Vietnam. Speaking about the defense of democracy, I'm sure the Sertomians would say. Yet
how much democracy will they allow in the proceedings?
Public support for the Vietnam War at best
waivers around the 50% mark — there is at least
a strong minority of dissent. And we all remember the old democratic maxim, majority rules,
after both sides are heard.
Will both sides be heard in Freedom School?
In public school? There's nothing quite so satisfying as teaching freedom to a captive audience.
But then, perhaps attendance will be voluntary.
Wanna bet?

LEGAL in all 50 states and most foreign coun-

Perform legal marriages, ordinations, and funerals.

Over 265,000 ministers have already been ordained.

Receive discounts on some fares.

Minister's credentials and license sent;

an ordainment certificate for framing and an ID card for your billfold.
to cover mailing, handling, and administration costs.
ciated.

We need your help

Your generous contributions is appre-

ENCLOSE A FREE WILL OFFERING.

UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
BOX 8071
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33314
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Pickens'
History

IN 1881 MAGAZINE

Clemson Summer Home
Praised As Showcase
By MASK KELLY
Staff Writer
"No more beautiful or salubrious region is to be found
in the whole United States than
that which is lifted above the
low level and clinging heat of
the Atlantic coast by the clustered hills of the Blue Ridge..."
This superfluously worded
lead sentence introduces the
reader to "The Calhoun Summer Home," a feature appearing in Scribner's Monthly
magazine in April, 1881.
The author, Ernest Inger§ oil, a naturalist of some importance, ventured to "Fort
HilT back in the 1870s to
visit John C. Calhoun's "ancestral acres."

Ingersoll's prevading sentimentality for the "Old South"
bursts forth early in the article.
"In these days of the decadence of all that makes such a
place glorious and its owner
an aristocrat, the half-deserted
mansion has become a point
of pilgrimage for those whose
imaginations still cling to the
old order of things, and of
curiosity to others, who care
to see a relic of former pride."
The author also belabored,
occasionally to the point of
lamentation, the "downfalls of
the institution slavery." He attributed the "decline of agriculture" in South Carolina to
this event. Ingersoll seemed

Touring Group
Presents Play
The National Players, one
of America's outstanding
touring classical repertory
companies, will present William Shakespeare's tragedy
"King Lear" in Tillman Hall
Auditorium.
Scheduled for Jan. 29, the
production is being sponsored by the Clemson University
Department of English and the
Fine Arts Committee.
The tragedy is the story of
King Lear who divides his
kingdom and his wealth between his two daughters Goneril and'Regan. Thus, he disinherits his daughter Cordelia, who is the only one of the
three women who actually
loves her father.
The two wicked daughters
then plot to humiliate their
father. The tragedy ends in the
death of Lear and his loving
daughter.
The National Players are
in their twenty first year of
touring after playing engage-

ments throughout the East
and South, on national television, a command performance at the White House and
at such foreign countries as
Italy, France and the Arctic.
The company's reportoire
includes works by Shakespeare, Shaw, Moliere, Fry,
and Aristophanes. The com-1
pany was founded by the
Catholic University department of speech and drama.
Playing the role of Lear will
be James Long who is on his
second tour with the acting
group. He appeared at Clemson earlier in "Much Ado
About Nothing."
The production will be directed by William Graham,
formerly the managing director of the Olney Theatre
and St. Michael's Playhouse.
He is an associate professor
of speech and drama at Catholic University.
Open to the public, the production will begin at 8 p.m.

quite impressed with Calhoun's power (and equally
unimpressed with the immorality of it all) over the people
that he owned.

The author also discovered
that Fort Hill was a traditional-historical name for Calhoun's estate. The Seneca Indians were the first to build a
stockade upon the ridge overlooking the Seneca River. The
garrison was later captured
by soldiers and named Fort
Salvador. A small settlement
grew up around the fort, and
a well was dug to prevent a
water shortage when the garrison was under siege. The
fort was eventually abandoned.
Ingersoll believed that Calhoun discovered Fort Hill
during a series of hunting and
fishing trips to the area. After
buying 1500 acres of land,
Calhoun proceeded to "lay
out an extensive park." The
author felt that "the mansion
reminds one of Mount Vernon

By DICKY STREET
Campus News Editor
Dr. J. Edwin Hendricks of
Wake Forest University,was
the featured speaker at an
open meeting of the Pickens
County Tricentennial Committee Wednesday at the Clemson House. Dr. Hendricks, a
native of Pickens, discussed
Pickens County's history and
its contributions to the overall history of the state.

— a large house of stone,
stuccoed and whitewashed."
The spring in front of the
mansion was once a dairy.

"Besides this princely domain, he (Calhoun) was proprietor of a great plantation
in Alabama. He owned from
300-500 slaves, and kept them
all busy. He would send a
detachment down to his cotton fields, as long as they
could stand it, and bring them
back here to brisk mountain
air for recu peration."
As Ingersoll was riding to
Fort Hill from the railway
station in Central, his curiosity led him to inquire about
the name of a stream along
the road. When he was told
that it was Eighteen, he urged
the driver to explain how the
creek was so named.
The driver proceeded to tell
him the legend of Isaqueena,
the Indian princess, and how
she named the streams she
crossed according to the number of miles they were from a
nearby stockade. Instead of
Isaqueena, the heroine of the
story was Nancy Hart, a legendary figure in Georgia.

Traced

According to Ingersoll, "the
rock was excavated into a
large chamber, where the
spring was curbed and taught
a sober channel, cooling the
air for the rows of pans at
milk and the jars of butter
that dwelt in the shady, semisubterranean retreat."
Ingersoll found two exceptionally interesting relics in
his tour of the mansion. One
was an old arm chair that
George Washington had used
at Trenton. Ingersoll says that
"the Negroes believe that it
incapacitates the person who
sits fifteen minutes in it for
successfully lying during the
following sixty days." He
adds also that "it is not in high
repute among them, therefore,
as an easy chair."
The author also found a collection of family portraits, "...
including a queer one of Mrs.
Calhoun's motherwhenagirl,
with her hair done up in an
inconceivably bushy manner."

In discussing the Civil War
period, Hendricks said the
Pickens district had decided to
secede from the Union before
the state had taken any action
toward secession. "As a matter
of fact, "said Hendricks, Pickens intended to secede from
the Union and the state of
South Carolina if the state
ruled against secession."

W4 i

Dr. Hendricks traced the
county's history through Reconstruction, World War I,'
and World War II. He said
that Pickens County had produced many of the country's
best soldiers, including three
"Medal of Honor" winners.
"There have been more Con-~
gressional Medal of Honor
winners from Pickens County
than any other county in the
country," he said.

'WsPi

In regard to more recent
history, Hendricks brought
out the fact that Br'er Rabbit
is actually a native of Pickens County. He was raised
in isolation near Six Mile until the age of 21, according to
Hendricks.

Ingersoll also became interested in the number of wild
beasts that frequented the
woods surrounding the man-

"Even now the woods about
there are full of venison, and
only the day before the writer's visit a black bear had
come down from the forest
at high noon, trotted leisurely through the door yard,
run across the park, and so
gone out to his wilderness
again."
The Scribner's article ends
on a sad note. By 1880, "not
more than half "of the original
150 acres were intact.
"Fort Hill's going into a
melancholy decay,"wrote Ingersoll, "for lack of money to
make its cultivation profitable
or its beauty available for
any one's pleasure."
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Clemson Summer Home
These two sketches accompanied the
story about the Calhoun Mansion when it
first appeared in Scribner's Monthly in
April, 1881. Pictured at top is an exterior
i of the Calhoun Mansion as Ingersoll saw

Classifieds
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New York to London—Summer vacation trips — round
trip $169. Now filling—small
deposit and payments—send
for free details. Student

it. On bottom is the office of John C. Calhoun as it was originally furnished. Ingersoll highly praised the mansion which
served as a summer home for the Calhoun
family.

Globe Roamers, Box 6575,
Hollywood, Florida 33021.
MODELS WANTED: Girls
wanted to work part-time
for free-lance photographer.

No -experience necessary.
Will train. $10 per hour.
Write P. O. Box 739, Clemson, S. C. 29631. Give name,
age, address, phone number,
when and . where can be
reached.

Dr. William Hunter of Clemson, chairman of the county
committee, said that the section of highway 123 between
Clemson and Easley will be
named "The John C. Calhoun
Memorial Highway" and that
all billboards will be removed
from this section of the highway. Picnic areas and rest
stops are also planned for
the highway.
Other plans for the Piedmont celebration of the Tricentennial is a pavilion designed by Buckminister Fuller
to be constructed on Roper
Mountain near Greenville.
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WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS
P. O. Box 1741 — 1314 S. MURRAY AVENUE
TELEPHONE

226-1615

ANDERSDN, SOUTH CAROLINA 29621
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SONY 630 STEREO TAPE
RECORDER IS JUST LIKE
CONDUCTING YOUR OWN
ORCHESTRA!

SONY 630:
FOR THE MAN
WHO LIKES
TO TAKE
CONTROL!

COMPLETE CONTROLS FOR
PROFESSIONAL VERSATILITY

The exciting Sony/Superscope Model 630 is both a sophisticated
professional-type three-head stereo tape recorder and a complete
stereo control center! Simply connect an FM tuner, turntable or record
changer, or another tape deck - flip the selector switch - and you
instantly have any desired sound source for listening or recording!
You get a hefty, 40 watts of dynamic power, making the 630 a superb
nucleus of an entire stereo system. Three heads permit professional
recording techniques, such as (built-in) sound-on-sound, echo effect,
and source/tape monitoring. Besides a full complement of controls
for unmatched versatility, the 630 has such professional features as
a non-magnetizing record head, full-size illuminated VU meters, ultrahigh bias frequency for lowest recording distortion, and scrape flutter
filter. Frequency response is 30-22,000 Hz, wow and flutter 0.09%,
and signal-to-noise ratio 50 db..Including two Sony F-45 cardioid dynamic microphones, lid-integrated stereo speakers, and other accessories, the 630 is priced at less than $449.50. Let us demonstrate this
impressive instrument to you now.

SONY

SUPERSC0PE

The Tapeway to Stereo

STORE HOURS:
Monday Through Friday:
8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Saturday: 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

BROOKSHIRE RADIO SUPPLY

THE SONY 630 IS A
PROFESSIONAL-TYPE TAPE
RECORDER. IT'S ALSO A
40-WATT COMPLETE
STEREO CONTROL CENTER!

BROOKSHIRE RADIO SUPPLY
SONY fUmiMd!]^

SONY
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Sailors Plan
Ocean Cruise

will do extensive exploring of
this natural phenomenon.
From the coral reefs, the
boats will set sail for Miami
A dream is materializing
where they will dock for one
for the Clem son University
day before sailing back to West
Sailing Club. During spring
Palm Beach,
break, several members of the
Still, the itinerary will reorganization will participate
main as flexible as possible to
in a cruise from West Palm
allow the crews to spend as
Beach, Fla. to John Psnne- much time as they choose at a
camp Coral Reef State Park, particular place.
60 miles south of Miami beThe original plans for the
fore spending two days in cruise would have included a
Miami.
trip to the Grand Bahamas.
Eighteen members of the This plan was changed because
Sailing Club have been select- club officials felt that most of
ed to participate in the venthe 18 man crew didn't have
ture, believed to be the first
enough experience sailing on
of this size and scope ever at- the open seas. This cruise will
tempted in this region.
serve as a practice cruise for
Organized and sponsored by
the club which hopes to take
the Sailing Club, the tour will
the Bahamas cruise next year.
be held during the spring break
The crews will be undergothis semester. Each member
ing an intensive study program
participating in the cruise will
which will include such topics
pay approximately $105 which
as safety afloat, seamanship,
will include all expenses ex- rules of the road, equipment
cept for incidental spending
care, and government regulamoney.
tions.
Three Soverel sailboats
Courses in the interpretahave been chartered for the
tion of nautical charts and bacruise: the Apollo, a 38-footsic navigational practices will
er housing seven people, the
also be held.
Windsail, a 33-footer housing
six, and the Wings, a 30-footThe series of courses will
er housing five.
be held every other Wednesday
The three crews will leave night after the Sailing Club's
Clemson by car on March 14 regular business meeting, bebefore departing by ship for ginning with the initial meeting
the cruise to the Key Largo Jan. 14. They will be open to
coral reef where the crews the public.

James Lang as King Lear and Emily Michaud as his
conniving daughter, Regan, rehearse a scene from William
Shakespeare's tragedy, "King Lear," which is scheduled to
be shown at Clemson Jan. 29. Presented by the National
Players, the drama will be open to the public. Curtain time
will be 8 p.m. in Tillman Hall auditorium.

Campus Crusade
Presents Concert
Armageddon, a traveling
representative for Campus
Crusade for Christ International, will present a concert
at Tillman Hall auditorium
on Jan. 21.
This rock group, unlike
most musical groups, doesn't
attempt to arouse people by
presenting music which will
bewilder or perplex their audience. Instead, they offer music which they feel will answer
questions which are disturbing people, both young and
old.
Through song and dialogue
they present what they believe
to be a real answer to lifethrough Jesus Christ.
Along with their electrical
instrumentation section, Armageddon presents song hits
from the past year as well as
a number of originals written
by their arranger Michael Omartian. Armageddon manager Tom Axelson said that the
group was "all personally fed
up with the injustice, inequality, and hatred they see around
them. They are out to fight
against the evil that is surpressing people."
Dennis Dordigan, guitarist
and trumpeter for the group,
said "when we talk about God
we don't talk about some
"being" giving us grades at
final time. We speak of God
as someone we can know personally by acknowledging the

claims He made while on
earth 2000 years ago."
The group will feature such
hits as "Oh, Happy Day,"
"MacArthur Park," "Good
Day Sunshine," and a Glenn
Campbell medley. They will
present works by the Beatles,
Simon and Garfunkel, and
Jimmy Webb.
The concert will also include works by Omartiansuch
as "People in Motion," "Born
Yesterday," "God Leads a
Sheltered Life," and "Revolution Now."
Tickets for the concert are on
sell at both dining halls on
campus and at L.C. Martin's
Drug Store. Tickets are a dollar in advance and $1.25.
The concert is sponsored by
the Clemson University chapter of the Campus Crusade
for Christ.

By TOM PRIDDY
Staff Writer
(Ed. note: Reviewer Tom
Priddy takes another whimsical view of the modern musical scene by choosing his own
"TOP Five" best Lp.'s.)
LET IT BLEED
THE ROLLING STONES

Mr

Land, Ho!
Members of the Clemson University Sailing Club have been practicing different
boating skills in preparation for their
ocean cruise along the Florida coast dur-

ing spring break. The cruise will be paid
for the 18 member crew that will make
the trek from West Palm Beach to Miami.

Restaurant Prepares
An Enjoyable Feast
By MICHAEL SMITH
Features Editor
By now, nearly everybody
has heard that long-haired
Arlo Guthrie spout off about
the Thanksgiving Day AntiMassacre Movement and how
he and a friend went down to
the town dump at Stockbridge,
Mass., only to find it closed
for the holiday and how he
went for his pre-induction physical and had to sit on the
"Group W" bench because he
wasn't moral enough to kill
men, women, and little children.
But if you haven't heard
about how father Woody died
and how Alice and Ray setup
their commune in the church
at Stockbridge and how Shelley, the drug freak, got cured
before going back on the big
H, then you don't know the
real, I mean real, story about
the real Thanksgiving Day
Anti-Massacre Movement.

Because of this honesty,
Penn has again struck another
important theme which is particularly close to young America. While he may notwin any
award for presenting this
beautiful film, Penn should at

least be commended for presenting this generation with an
axiom that is becoming increasingly true.
Ray, Alice's husband, is
over 30.

Every critic and his mother
has disected the Stones' new
album looking for trends in
music and progress in the
"young people's" revolution.
They've called Mick Jagger
everything from a "black forked radish"to a "contemporary
Adolph Hitler. "The music has
run the gamut from "theactrical" to "raunchy" to "raw" to
"off-color"to "bittersweet."
But the best review I've read
by far was a simple one-liner:
"It makes me feel good."
Who cares about the critics'
political theories? If kids read
as much into the Stones' music
as the reviewers do, we'd all
be Nazis by now.
BALLAD OFEASYRIDER
THE BYRDS
When the Byrds are good,
they're unbeatable, but when

they're bad they're just plain
horrible.
Fortunately for not only
our ears but for their economic situation as well, six cuts
from their newest album fall
into the former category while
the other five are eccch.
In "It's All Over Now, Baby
Blue," Roger McGuinn reasserts the fact that he is one of
the very best musicians who
can interpret Dylan with any
kind of individual integrity.
That's a good part.
In "Armstrong, Aldrin, and
Collins," they just let the
"country" become too overpowering. That's an eccch.
THE BAND
The music of everyday life.
That's the band. They sing
about Civil War, about harvest, and about love, but they
stress feelings over opinions.
The music is amazing; it's
indescribable inwords mainly
because they're successful in
projecting the feelings
throughout the music.
Each song has its own individual personality. Just because you may have heard
"Up on Cripple Creek"doesn't
mean you could easily recog-

nize any other cut from the
album. Neither can any style
typify the music.
VOLUNTEERS
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
The fact that RCA objected
to much of what the Airplane
included in "Volunteers"
would tend to make some people believe the group has produced another "buck the establishment" record.
The Airplane sings about
things they think could be
(nuclear holocaust in "Wooden Ships", should be (communal youth in "We Should
Be Together"), or are (revolution in "Volunteers") in what
is by far their best album to
date.
LOVE, PEACE
AND HAPPINESS
CHAMBERS BROTHERS
The Chambers Brothers
deal inemotionmorethanany
other musical commodity.
That's probably why half the
album was recorded live.
They obviously can project
more emotion before an audience than they can in a studio.
Accordingly, their record
sounds much better when
played before a group. '

What are you going to do with yourself over

winter break ?

Arthur ftenn, the genius who
directed "Bonnie and Clyde"
and who was almost lambasted into retirement by most
"uppercrust" critics before the
college students of America
stood up and said this was
"ART!", has produced an
American classic which again
gives the younger generation
a story it can identify with.
Perm's "Alice's Restaurant"
is an unpretentious little film
complete with unknown actors who give excellent performances, plenty of music
provided by Arlo, Jpni Mitchell, and oldster Pete Seegar,
and a party scene which seems
fairly tame for Hollywood.
Arlo Guthrie plays Arlo
Guthrie which is about all one
can say about his performance except that he really isn't
bad. Arlo is a very sensitive,
moral person who serves as
a commentator for the events
that are happening around
him.
Pat Quinn is especially good,
as Alice Brock, the plagued
wife of Ray who must work to
support her husband's whims.
She is a lusty woman—a mixture of Chaucer's wife of Bath
and Margaret Mitchell's uncanny Scarlett O'Hara.
Lee Hays gives the best
performance in the film as
Woody Guthrie who is dying
of Parkinson's chorea. Totally silent, he lies in his hospital
bed with a cigarette hanging
from one side of his mouth.
He only smiles whenever Arlo
and Pete Seegar sing one of
his songs about America.

(Go to the Bahamas? Go to Panama City or hauderdale? Or-worse yet-go nowhere ?)
O.K., here's something new: snow skiing. Dynamite.
Now, the purpose of this hype is to get you to talk your folks into
financing a little getaway to the mountains. Read on.

L C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

number of females with whom you can become acquainted, and
vice versa, if you can dig it. If you don't know how to ski, we'll teach
you. If you don't have any equipment, we'll rent it to you, cheap.
If you do have your own equipment, what are you waiting for?

We mean Beech Mountain, N.C. Yeah, North Carolina. Beech has
the highest slopes east of the Rockies, and that includes Vermont.
And Beech has ten different slopes, from beginner to advanced,
with lifts to service each one. There are cozy places where you can
get some good chow and something to drink, or maybe just sit
around and get warm.

So here's the pitchiBeech Mountain features a gift certificate which
entitles you to two days of skiing. The package includes your lift
fees and complete equipment rental. All for under thirty dollars.
(A lot less if you have your own skis and stuff.) You'll also get a
jacket patch and a button which bears the catchy, ad game phrase
"One Good Beechkommer Deserves Another." Wear it proudly and
all that jive. Even when you figure up your own food, lodging and
transportation, it's still cheaper than the Bahamas. Now, cut the
coupon out, write your name on it, etc., and mail it to us. We'll
shoot through with some brochures and stuff that will explain
what's happening.

Beech also has a lot of single people all over the mountain, all
winter long. If you are male, that means that there are a significant

Bahamas? P.C.? Lauderdale? Tell those scenes to kiss off. This
winter, go to Beech Mountain and ski. End of ad.

Being from the South, when you think of skiing, you naturally think
of water skiing. Forget it. This is snow skiing. The best. Ah, but you
say that that means Vermont or Colorado or some other foreign
place like that? Nope.

In spite of Arlo's comic tale
about the garbage dump and
his tour of the physical center,
the movie is actually very depressing. By giving a detailed
and rather accurate account
of a way of life which most
people dream about — dropping out — it also presents a
sad portrait of how this dream
can come perverted.

YOU*
V

exall

O.K. send me all those brochures and things so I can ponder this skiing business in my heart of hearts. "^jii^

Pants,
Shirts,
Underwear,
Socks.

"Serving Clemson Since 1908T

JUDGE KELLER

- WITH A SMILE -
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Tiger Releases Poll
Of Top Five Albums

By AASE NILSSEN
Special to the Tiger

"King Lear"
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CITES FAILURES

YD >s Shun Party
By THALES PARKER
Staff Writer

SG Disappoints Hunt

Other problems Parker said
the Y.D.'s will try to solve
are the "poor cafeteria food"
and the treatment of Clemson
students downtown.

Robert Parker, president of
the Clemson Young Democrats,
said Monday, "The
Young Democrats will not be
subjected to the S.C. Democratic Party, nor will they be
a sellout to society.''
In outlining the club's plans
for this semester, Parker said
the YD's are going to focus
their attention on the "problems of ClemsOn University
students." He cited destruction of student property,
including automobiles,
vandalism, and faculty vending machines as the major
problems students face.

He also encouraged others
to join in the fight, remarking
that, "We (the Young Democrats) will support candidates
for Student Government elections who will support the student body.''

Several guest speakers are
scheduled to attend the Young
Democrats' meetings, including chief of Security, Jack
Weeden and a representative
of the Atlas Vending Machine
Company, the latter to explain
the losses of money by students in the campus vending
Parker attacked the campus
machines.
police department for its policy stating that they are "too
The first meeting of the sebusy giving parking tickets mester is scheduled Tuesday
when they should be out watch- at 7 p.m. in room 107 of Haring the students' cars being din Hall.
damaged."

South 2tl By-Pass
at Mauldln Road
Greenville, SVC.

By GENE TROUTMAN
Staff Writer

Outstanding salesmanship while tailing
cookware to help with college expenses last
summer earned cash scholarships for these
Clemson University students who received
the awards from Dr. Claud B. Green, cen-

ter, assistant dean ot the university. Students (1-r) are: Richard D. Simmons, Route
5, Seneca; Jones R. Dempsey, Barnwell;
Wayne Lowe, New Ellenton; and James
M. Fisehr. Easley.

Watson To Highlight
YR Plans This Year

By THALES PARKER
Staff Writer
Dennis Moore, president of
the Clemson Young Republicans, Tuesday announced the
second semester activities of
the club, including a speech
by Rep. Albert Watson, RS,C., and a bi-racial panel discussion.
Congressman Watson will
speak Thursday, Feb. 12, at 7
p.m. in theBrackett Hallaudi'
torium.
The panel discussion on the
future of the Negro in South
Carolina is scheduled for Jan.
20, at 7;30 p.m. in Daniel
Hall.
Bishop Sanke Rembert,
Fred Henderson Moore of
Charleston, and James E.Duf-

fy of Greenville will make up Daniel Home will defend the
the panel.
current U.S. role in Vietnam.
State Republican leaders
Moore included plans to
have been invited to attend, continue working with the stualong with 26 elected black of- dent education association tuficials and the states' major torial pi-ogram and to help
news media.
recruit tutors.
A representative of the UnitMoore feels the S.C. Jaycees
ed Citizens Party (UCP), a
and the S.C. Literacy Associagroup attempting to write
tion have a very effective proS.C. black voters, has also
gram "but are having troubeen invited. The UCP hopes
ble finding enough people to
to gain enough following to
tutor."
become the recognized fourth
party in South Carolina.
Gubernatorial and congres" C onfrontation - Vietna m",
a panel discussion, will be sional elections this fall have
presented Feb. 3, at 7:30p.m. been entered into the YR scheMike Sloan, campus coordina- dule. Moore hopes the "Reptor of the October Moratorium, ublicans will run a candidate
will support immediate with- for governor that we can supdrawal from Vietnam while port."

decorate your wall,

and the wheels begin to turn.
You'll receive the American-German Review every
other month for a year. And a
full color, 2'x3' poster of the illustration above. (With no
printing or advertising on it to
glom it up.)
And we pop your name into
the proverbial hat. (You don't
have to subscribe to get in on
this part of the deal. Just fill out
the coupon.) Come this March
16, we will reach into that hatful of entries and pull out ten
names. Maybe yours.
If your name is one of the
ten, we'll send you to Germany.
All expenses paid for ten days
during your 1970 Easter vacation. You might be sampling
native delicacies along the

Although he favored the Student Union Dig-In, Hunt said
he was disappointed in it. He
said it did not succeed primarily because of the student
senators neglect of duty.
"They voiced their support,
yet did not show it," he said.
Hunt said he was also disappointed in Senate for its
'' lack of trust In his cabinet,
which resulted in delaying and
finally halting the letter which
was to be sent out to all the
state legislators and all the
students' parents concerning
the student union.
Concerning this semester,
Hunt said he would "like to see
the senators stop quarreling
over trivial things, and, instead, work on and research
proposals such as open
dorms."

To strengthen his visitation
program, Hunt also plans to
propose the institution of a
Student Body Council. Unlike
the already existing cabinet,
it would be made up of all.
those who simply wanted to
take Dart, but they would not
be official student government
members.
According to Hunt, student
government plans to lobby the
faculty senate this semester

with the hope of passing any
bills given it by the student
senate.
Hunt said, "Studentgovernment should have more power.
A possibility is that it should
be in charge of all activities
fees." He added, "This would
be a step toward showing the
administration that student
government can handle responsibility."
Hunt explained, however,
that before this could take
place, student government
would have to utilize the power it already has and "quit
wasting so much time on trivia."
Hunt said he hopes to see
the start of construction on
the east campus canteen and
the student union building by
the end of this semester.
He said that over the holidays he talked with Governor
Robert McNair and several
state legislators and cited the
possible starting date of the
student union as early March
and of the canteen as May.

Sorority Rush

-Hodges

Social Clubs Go National

and maybe even send you
to Germany.

You'll receive a full color poster of this picture
of night life in Schwabing, the student section
of Munich, West Germany with your subscription.

Referring to last semester,
Hunt expressed more disappointment than satisfaction.
He said, "Student Government
could have been better on a
number of points.''

The main program Hunt
plans to carry over into this
semester is " his dorm visitation program." This program
consists of his going to talk
with students in the dorms,
rather than their having to
come to him.
Hunt said the program was
very successful and hs gained
a lot from it. In particular,
it afforded him the chance to
find out what the students
wanted. It also provided for
both him and the students ' the
opportunity to get to know each
other."

For three bucks,
we'll tickle your mind,

Let us explain. We publish a magazine called the
American-German Review. It's
written about Germany by
Americans, for Americans. And
we fill it with intriguing articles
like "Saint Hesse Among the
Hippies", "The Vienna School
on Fantastic Realism", "Why
Berlin", and "Student Power:
An End of Idealism".
Once in a while we even
slip up and run a certified bomb.
(Like the one on the Parnassius
apollo butterfly that somehow
snuck into an issue last year.)
But generally, it's interesting,
honest and worthwhile.
It may not be Playboy. But
it's hardly the Reader's Digest.
We believe the AmericanGerman Review is of great interest to all students and of real
value to German language students. So we put together the
fairest, most attractive offer we
could think of to get you to try
our magazine.
How does this sound:
Fill out the coupon and
send it to us with three bucks
(our student subscription rate)

The actions of Student Government last semester and the
plans outlined for this semester werediscussedWednesday
by Student Body President
Danny Hunt.

Hunt said he found that students most want an open dorm
policy. He plans to propose
such a bill to Senate Monday
night.
Unlike the previous times it
has been proposed, Hunt said
he planned to propose it himself and push it until he got it.
Referring to the need for
action this semester like the
canteen boycott last semester,
he said, "I hope we will not
have to, but if that is what it
takes to show the administration how we feel, then we will
doit."

Rhine instead of munching
peanut butter sandwiches in
the sand at Lauderdale. Fair
enough?
Well, we'll make it even
fairer. If you find the American-German Review isn't interesting, or valuable in your
studies, let us know. A check
covering the unexpired portion
of your subscription will be in
the return mail.
That's it. $3 = 6 issues +
1 poster + (perhaps) 10 days
in Germany. So rip out the coupon (neatness doesn't count)
and send it to us today.
American German Review Sweepstakes,
RO. Box G7-C, Mount Vernon, New York 10559
□ I've enclosed. $3, count me in for the whole
works.
□ I don't want to subscribe, but enter my name
in the drawing-.

-Zip_
College/University

The fine print: Eligibility restricted to students registered at
accredited institutions of hicher learning in the United States.
If you're one of the ten winners, you can be a killjoy stay-athome and take the cash value instead — §650.00. Employees
and their families of Reuben H. Donnelly (the judging
organization), the National Carl Schurz Association (publishers of the American German Review) and their advertising agencies are not eligible. Too bad guys. All entries must
be postmarked prior to midnight March 6, 1970 to ciualify.
Official drawing will be held March 16, 1970. If you are one
of the ten lucky ones you'll get our telegram.

The Interfraterni ty and In- tisfaction with the turnout and
tersorority Councils announc- results of rush.
The following men and
ed this week that nine of the
11 fraternities and all three women were accepted intofrasororities have affiliated with • ternities and sororities:
CHI OMEGA
national organizations.
Sis Baird, Cathy Besser, Martha
Both organizations also reKathleen Brookshire, Verd Anna
Craig, Debbie Dowda, Cheryl Ann
vealed the names ofthosewho
Gayle, Susan R. Hopper, Candice
were accepted into their ranks
B. Keith, Mary Kennerty. Pamela McCreery, Paula Mclntosh,
as a result of this semester's
Janis Lynn Marx, Connie B. Pinrush.
son. Jane V. Singley. Nanette
The fraternities and sorori- Sloan, Sue Trout. Kerry Stewart,
ties interviewed national orga- Cecelia Whitten.
DELTA DELTA DELTA
nizations last semester and,
Joanie Albenesius. Carolyn Bigafter a process of matching up
ger. Laurie Eyars, Paula Rebecca
local organizations with na- Chastain, Debora Duke. Anne
Henry, Marilyn Isenhour, Suzanne
tional affiliates through mu- Lesesne,
Donna Lisenby, Beverly
tual agreement, only two of Ann Lusk, Nancy Jo Mobley,
Neese. Linda Oglevee.
the total 14 local social orga- Debbie
Connie Smith, Paula Stephens.
nizations remain local.
Katherine Warren, Paige Wood.
Local sorority national affiKAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Sharon Davis. Carol Holder.
liations are as follows: Sigma
Mary Katheryn Kirk, Patricia
Beta Chi became Chi Omega; Smith.
Omicron Zeta Tau became
BETA THETA PI COLONY
Pickle Jackson, Lindsay GraKappa Kappa Gamma; and
ham, Alex Spenser, Craig White,
Delta Theta Chi became Del- Jim Slabaugh, Kenny Cox, John
Mann, and Grady Wicker.
ta Delta Delta.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON COLONY
Local fraternity national afHank
Avent.
John
Barnes,
filiation are the following: Charles
Clark, Steve Clyburn,
appa Sigma Nu became
Smilie Green, John Joesy, HarLigin, Larry Jancralla, Mike
Kappa Sigma; Numeral So- rell
Rowe, Grant Scott, Buzz Williams,
ciety became Sigma Alpha Randy Young, and Danny Deas.
Epsilon; Alpha Gamma beKAPPA SIGMA COLONY
Tommy Burleson, Dave Looney,
came Sigma Phi Epsilon; Del- Rick
Foster, Dickie Eppes, Billey
ta Phi Kappa became Phi Del- Moore, Paul Roth, Larry Freeta Theta; Kappa Delta Chi be- man, Johnny Cooper, John Patrick, Murray Todd, Chuck Wilcame Sigma Nu; Sigma Kap- liams,
sonny Franks, David Ross,
pa Epsilon became Beta The- and Evans Heller.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
ta Pi; Chi Lambda became
COLONY
Theta Chi; Sigma Alpha Zeta
John Rast, Anthony Harrigan,
became Pi Kappa Alpha; and Lee Scarborough, Perry DuRant.
Spencer Dixon, Don Fletcher.
Phi Kappa Delta became Kap- John
Martin, Chuck Huntley, Edpa Alpha.
die Seigler, Harvery Brockinton,
IFC President Reggie Har- Johnny Weaver, and Sam Smith.
KAPPA ALPHA
grove and President of ISC DELTA
Billy Addison, Bob Applebaum.
Nancy Dannals expressed sa- David Bishop, Jim Brown, Wayne
Campbell.

Robert

Cash,

Sammy

NEEDED - REGISTERED NURSES AND LICENSED
PRACTICAL NURSES
at Cannon Memorial Hospital, Pickens, S. C.
Registered Nurses
L. P. N.'s
L. P. N.'s

$554.00 Monthly
$372.00 without medication course
$398.00 with medication course
Shift Differential
3-11 — — $60.00
11-7 — —
35.00

Please call collect Mr. Martin or Mrs. Morgan at
878-4791 for interview.

WELCOME BACK
TO
TIGER COUNTRY
LYNCH DRUG CO,
IN DOWNTOWN CLEMSON

Clark, George Ducworth, Jerry
Gaeta, Richard Garrison, Tommy
Goodson, Terry Long, Jessie Moffett, Scott Newton, Bob Shell,
Jimmy Trembley, Mike Vaughn,
Waldo Watts, and Larry Wise.
PHI DELTA THETA COLONY
Steve Bellamy, Jeff Foster. Tom
Cleveland, Mike Randall, Larry
Yonce, Dale Fergason, Bubba
Aiton, Johnny Ward, Allen Hambright,
Frank
Chandler,
Chip
Polk, Tappey
Squire,
Tommy
Crenshaw, Rick Power, Bill Fleming, Biff Sowell, Dave Fishburne.
Steve Strieter, Bill Nelson, Carlos
Anguizola, and Rick Harvey.
PI KAPPA ALPHA COLONY
Jim Atkins, Rutledge Coleman.
Eddie Edwards, Keith Hancock,
Tom Prescott, Doyle Gantt, Larry
Boylestow, Paul Benik, Raleigh
Ward, Lewis Holmes, Steve Lee.
Ty Lee, Furman Dabbs, James
McCollough, Dwayne Bell, Randy
Griggs, and Bill Gibson.
THETA CHI COLONY
Edward Alden, Bob Bisker,
John Bolt, Fred Fugiel, Paul
Holzshu, Wayne Jennings, Bob
Levine, Dom Lombardo, Sal Lucia, Robert Martin, Scoop Mitchell. Jim Moore, Warren Moore,
Tom O'Mahoney, Tom Skidmore.
and Charlie Todd.
SIGMA NU COLONY
Ken Jones, James Williams.
Marty
Cope,
Sam
Cheatham,
Johnny Hendrick, Roland Shelley.
Joe Anderson, Thomas Herlong.
KAPPA ALPHA COLONY
Bill Rauton, Mike Ross, Mark
van Hook, Rusty Kingman, Billy
Beard, Tom Sox, Johnnie Epting.
Ted Stanfield, Ed Hunnicutt, Jerry Watson, Johnny Mixon, Gordon Johnson, and Gleen Cannon.
BETA SIGMA CHI
Frank Cannon, Floyd Chancellor, Robert Fairey, Danny Hunt,
Randy
Collins,
David
Smith,
George Pappas, Charles Shuler.
Greg Brown, Charlie Scheid. Bob
Eastman.

Pre -School
Courses Set
Next Fall
The School of Education expects to have in operation next
fall a series of courses for
training kindergarten teachers.
Dr. Morris King, head of Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education, stated
Monday that plans for the program were conceived several
years ago and were developed
and promoted under the leadership of Dean Harold Landrithofthe School of Education.
"The kindergarten program
is a result of the demands
by the people of the surrounding counties for more teachers
and kindergartens," said
King. Presently there are 67
state-supported kindergartens.
The program will consist
of two parts. The first part
will offer a master's degree
in school administration and
supervision. It is expected to
interest mostly the teachers
from Pickens and the surrounding counties.
The second part will offer a
bachelor's degree in early
childhood education. This
part will combine existing elementary education courses for
grades one thru three with the
coures in teaching kindergarten.
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Revised Clemson Traffic Ordinances
2-2 Each eligible Student shall register his motor vehicle
in the Traffic Office in the Student Residence Office
within twenty-four (24) hours after bringing the motor
The Board of Trustees of Clemson University, in accordance
vehicle on campus and shall receive a bumper decal.
with the power granted to It by Sec. 22-232 of the Code of Laws
The fee for issuing a decal during the fall semester
of South Carolina, 1962 hereby enacts the following ordinances:
shall be two dollars ($2.00); the fee for issuing a decal
MINUTES
during the spring semester and summer terms shall
Meeting of the Board of Trustees
be one dollar ($1.00).
of Clemson University
2-3 AH E mployees shall be eligible to register and operate
December 3, 1969
a motor vehiple on campus. However, those Employees
The- Palmetto Club
whose
right to register has been lawfully revoked by
Columbia, South Carolina
Clemson University shall neither register nor operate
any motor vehicle on campus. Any Employee whose
CHAPTER I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
operator's license is not current, valid, or presently
in force may register his motor vehicle but may not
operate it on campus.
1-1
The following ordinances shall be known as the Traffic
2-4 Each eligible Employee shall register his motor vehiCode of Clemson University, hereinafter referred to
cle in the Clemson University Police Station within
as the Code.
seventy-two (72) hours after bringing the motor vehicle
1-2
The provisions of the Code shall govern the activities
on campus and shall receive a bumper decal. Such deof all persons and vehicles on land owned by or under
. cal shall be issued without charge.
the control of Clemson University, South of State High2-5 Any eligible person may register any motor vehicle
way 93, west of U.S. Highway 76, north of Hunnicutt
whether or not such person is the owner of such motor
Creek and east of Hartwell Reservoir.
vehicle.
1-3
All prior rules, regulations, and ordinances for the
2-6 All Student decals expire August 15 of each year.
control, direction, parking and general regulation of
2-7 All decals shall be firmly and permanently affixed to
traffic on the campus and streets of Clemson Univerthe left rear bumper within twenty-four (24) hours,
sity are hereby repealed.
after Issuance and shall be clearly visible.
1-4 Definitions:
2-8 In the event the motor vehicle does not have a bumper
(a) Vehicle means every device in, upon, or by which
on the rear, the decal shall be affixed in such a manner
any person or property is or may be transported or
that it is clearly visible from the rear auk} conforms
drawn upon a highway, except devices used exclusively
as much as possible to the location of the decal had
upon stationary rails or tracks.
there been a rear bumper.
2-9 A decal which is taped on the bumper or other location
(b) Motor vehicle means every vehicle which is selfshall not be considered permanently affixed or properpropelled.
ly displayed.
(c) Pedestrian means any person afoot.
2-10 A temporary decal shall be obtained by:
(d) Driver means any person who drives or is in actual
(a) Any person who expects to operate or park any
physical control of a vehicle.
motor vehicle on the campus for more than twenty(e) Owner means a person who holds the legal title
four (24) hoursbut not more than fourteen(14) days per
of a vehicle, in the event (1) a vehicle is the subject
semester or more than twenty-four (24) hours but not
of an agreement for the conditional sale or lease theremore than seven (7) days per individual summer term.
of with the right of purchase upon performance of the
(b) Any person who expects to operate or park any
conditions stated in the agreement and with an immemotor vehicle on the campus in the place of a regisdiate right of possession vested in the conditional
tered motor vehicle temporarily inoperable.
vendee or lessee or (2) a mortgagor of a vehicle is
(c) Students will obtain temporary decals from the
entitled to possession, then such conditional vendee or
Traffic Office of the StudentResidenceOffice. All other
lessee or mortgagor shall be deemed the owner for the
persons will obtain temporary decals from the Depurpose of this Code.
partment of Security.
(f) Street or highway means the entire width between
2-11 An Employee decal and a Student decal may each be^
boundary lines of every way publicly maintained when
affixed on the same motor vehicle and such motor ve-'
any part thereof is open to the use of the public for
hicle may use the parking areas which are permitted
purposes of vehicular travel.
under either sticker in the following situations:
(g) Sidewalk means that portion of a street between the
(a) When the spouse of a Student Is an Employee;
curb lines, or the lateral lines, of a roadway and the
(b) When a Student is, at the same time, an Employee;
adjacent property lines, intended for the use of pedestrians.
(c) When a parent of a Student is an Employee;
(h) Intersection means the area embraced within the
(d) When a son or daughter of a Student is an Employee;
prolongation or connection of the lateral curb lines or,
In such cases, the Employee shall register the motor
if none, then the lateral boundary lines of the roadways
vehicle under his name as an Employee and the Student
of two highways which join one another at, or approxishall register the motor vehicle under his name as a
mately at, right angles or the area within which vehiStudent.
The Employee shall park only in those areas
cles traveling upon different highways joining at any
to which the Employee decal is restricted; the Student
other angle may come in contact,
shall park only In those areas to which the Student
(i) Crosswalk means (1) that part of a roadway at an
decal is restricted.
intersection included within the connections of the lateral lines of the sidewalks on opposite sides of the
2-12 Any person to whom a decal has been Issued shall
highway measured from the curbs or in the absence of
remove such decal from the motor vehicle to which it
curbs from the edges of the traversable roadway; or
is attached when:
(2) any portion of a roadway at an intersection or else(a) The decal has expired:
where distinctly indicated for pedestrian crossing by
(b) The status of such person as Student or Employee
lines or other markings on the surface,
changes or terminates;
(j) Traffic Control Device means all signs, signals,
(c) The ownership of such motor vehicle is transferred;
markings and devices placed or erected by authority
(d)
Such person has been lawfully denied the privilege
of Clemson University or an agent of Clemson Uniof operating the motor vehicle on campus.^!
versity having authority for the purpose of regulating,
warning, or guiding traffic.
2-13 If a decal issued to any person under the provisions of
those regulations becomes marred, mutilated, or obli(k) Traffic means pedestrians, ridden or herded animals, vehicles, and other conveyances either singly
terated, or if the bumper of the motor vehicle is reor together while using any highway for purposes of
placed, such person shall obtain a new decal if the
travel.
original decal or satisfactory evidence of its destruc(1), Parking, means the standing of a vehicle, whether
tion is presented to the Issuing officer. Such decal shall
occupied or not.
be issued without charge.
(m) Clemson University campus means the land,
2-14 Any person to whom a decal has been issued shall be
streets, highways, grounds, buildings, statues, and
responsible for any violation of the provisions of the
other fixtures or appurtenances within the limits of
Code in which the registered vehicle is involved.
the municipal corporation of Clemson University asde2-15 A decal issued to be affixed to one motor vehicle shall
fined by Sec. 22-231 of the Code of Laws of South
not be affixed or transferred to another motor vehicle.
Carolina, 1962, but does not Include State Highway 93.
If the Student or Employee obtains a motor vehicle
(n) Recorder means that person commissioned by the
replacing the one for which the decal was issued, he
shall obtain a new decal by presenting satisfactory
Governor under Sec. 22-232 of the Code of Laws oi
evidence to the issuing officer that the original decal
South Carolina, 1962 to enforce the ordinances of Clemhas been removed from the original motor vehicle..
son University.
Such decal shall be issued without charge,
(o) Student means any person enrolled InClemson University either full or part time,
2-16 Any Visitor visiting the Clemson University campus
(p) Employee means any person who renders services
for a period of time not greater than twenty-four (24)
to Clemson University for remuneration and includes
hours may secure from the Department of Security
all faculty and administrative personnel In addition to
a Guest Parking or Temporary Parking permit." Any
those persons commonly designated as employees,
visitor visiting the campus for a period of time great(q) Visitor means any person, other than an employee
er than twenty-four (24) hours must secure from the
or student who operates or parks a non-registered
Department of Security a Guest Parking or Temporvehicle on campus.
ary Parking permit. Such permits shall be issued
(r) Mid-campus means that area of the Clemson Uniwithout charge.
versity campus bounded by a point located on Fort
2-17 The privilege of a Visitor with a permitto park on the
Hill Street opposite Cope Hall; a point located on FerClemson University campus shall not be confined to
now Street at the intersection of South Palmetto
those spaces specifically reserved for such parking
Boulevard near the Industrial Engineering Building;
by signs but shall extend to any legitimate parking
and a point near Brackett Hall on Calhoun Drive.
space except those which are reserved spaces. A Vi1-5 Clemson University does not guarantee parking space.
sitor without a permit is restricted to those spaces
specifically reserved for Visitors.
1-6 Clemson University, its officers and employees shall
2-18 Neither Students nor Employees shall park in Visitor
have no liability for loss or damage to any vehicle or
parking spaces unless they are driving a motor vehithe contents of any vehicle brought, operated, or parkcle owned by a bona fide Visitor who is visiting the
ed on the Clemson University campus.
campus at that time.
1-7 The Board of Trustees of Clemson University hereby
delegates to the Administration, the authority:
2-19 No contractor shall operate or park any motorveftH
or permit his agents or sub-contractors to operate
(a) to fix or amend the amount of administrative penalor park any motor vehicle on the campus without first
ties imposed byChapterVI, Article6-lonpersons who
obtaining a special permit therefor from the office of
violate provisions of the Code;
the Department of Security.
(b) to fix or amend the fees charged for issuing any decals or permits for vehicles operated or parked on
campus.
CHAPTER III. PARKING
However, such actions by the Administration shall become effective only after notice of the action and of
3-1 Failure by any person to find parking space shall not
the provisions of such action have been published in
be an excuse for a violation of these regulations.
three (3) consecutive weekly issues of the University
3-2 The Traffic Committee is an advisory committee which
student newspaper.
will make recommendations to the Vice President for
Business and Finance concerning Traffic control
CHAPTER H. REGISTRATION AND CAMPUS DECALS
including parking restrictions. The Vice President for
AND PERMITS
Business and Finance may restrict parking in any area
of the campus to certain categories or classification
of people. Change in restriction of any areas from one
2-1 All Students shall be eligible to register and operate
category to another shall be effective only after ereca motor vehicle on campus regardless of their classition of appropriate signs.
fication or academic standing. However, those Students
3-3 Unless there is a clearly marked and visible sign at
whose right to register'has been lawfully revoked by
the entrance of an area indicating that it is so restrictClemson University shall neither register nor operate
ed, that area shall be considered an unrestricted area
any motor vehicle on campus. Any Student whose operain which any person may park.
tor's license is not current, valid, or presently in
force may register his motor vehicle but may not ope3-4 No person shall park in any areas or spaces other than
rate it on campus.
those for which his decal is valid.
TRAFFIC ORDINANCES

3-5

3-6

3-7

3-8

3-9

3-10
3-11

3-12

3-13

No person unless otherwise authorized by this Code
or regulations promulgated under this Code or the
Chief of Security shall park any motor vehicle on the
campus:
(a) On or adjacent to any yellow curb;
(b) On any sidewalk;
(c) On any lawn or grassed area, except as otherwise
provided in these regulations;
(d) In any intersection;
(e) In any driveway;
(f) In any crosswalk;
(g) In any loading zone;
(h) In any "No Parking" zone;
(i)-In a manner that obstructs traffic;
(j) In a double or multiple manner;
(k) In a manner that obstructs any sidewalk;
(1) Blocking a fire hydrant;
(m) In any place not designated by lines or signs as
parking areas;
(n) Exceeding the posted length of time where "time"
parking is in effect;
(o) In areas of the campus which have been closed off
by the use of barricades, signs, yellow lines or other
traffic control devices;
(p) In any area of the campus which has not been designated as a parking area;
(<j) teany reserved space,
(r) In any service vehicle space.
The Chief of Security may, upon special occasions or
under ^unusual circumstances, order or permit vehicles to be parked in places or areas not customarily
used for parking.
The Chief of Security may, upon special occasions or
under unusual circumstances, temporarily appropriate for Visitor use exclusively, any parking area
normally reserved for other categories of people.
Reserve parking space for the exclusive use of any
person who has a severe physical handicap will be determined by the Vice President for Business and Finance on recommendation of the appropriate administrative officer.
Every person, unless otherwise permitted or directed
by the Department of Security, who parallel parks a
motor vehicle upon the campus where there is an adjacent curb shall park with the right-hand wheels of
such vehicle parallel with and within twelve(12) inches
of the right-hand curb.
Every person, unless otherwise permitted or directed
by the Department of Security, who angle parks a
motor vehicle upon the campus shall park with the
front wheels of such vehicle toward the curb or away
from the center of the roadway if there is no curb.
If any parking space is marked off, any person who
parks a motor vehicle in such space shall park it
completely within the marked area.
Student parking in Employee parking areas shall be
allowed between the hours of 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.,
Monday through Friday, and between the hours of 12:00
noon on Saturday through 7:00 a.m. on Monday.
No vehicle shall be allowed to park on Williamson
Road or on any other roads surrounding the stadium
after 7:00 p.m. of the evening prior to a home varsity
football game.
No person shall abandon any motor vehicle on the University campus, A motor vehicle which has remained
on the campus parked and unused for a period of 30
days may be presumed to be abandoned. The University may remove any abandoned vehicle and dispose of
it as appropriate,

5-6

The accused person shall be entitled to know the names
of the witnesses who are directly responsible for having reported the alleged violation, or. if there are no
such witnesses, to be fully Informed of the manner In
which the alleged violation came to the attention of the
Department of Security.
5-7 The accused person shall have the right to present evidence and a reasonable number of witnesses in his own
defense before the Recorder and shall be given the opportunity to hear and question adverse witnesses.
5-8 Such person shall be entitled to be accompanied and
represented by legal counsel or by law advisor.
5-9 In all hearings before the Recorder the normal rules of
procedure shall be followed.
5-10 If a student violator falls to pay the assessed penalty
within the five (5) day period or fails to notify the
Traffic Office of the Student Residence Office within
the five (5) day period of his wish to be tried by the
Recorder or fails to appear before the Recorder after
timely notification of his wish to be tried, the administrative penalty will be assessed and treated as an
Indebtedness to the University.
5-11 If any accused person other than a student fails to pay
the assessed penalty within the five (5) day period or
fails to notify the Department of Security within the
five (5) day period of his wish to be tried or fails to
appear and contest an action against him after having
made timely notification of his wish to be tried, then
the Recorder of Clemson University shall issue a warrant for the arrest of such accused person. When such
accused person is brought before the Recorder, the
Recorder shall set a reasonable trial date.
CHAPTER VL PENALTIES
6-1

6-2

CHAPTER IV. OPERATION OF VEHICLES
4-1

4-2

4-3

4-4

4-5

4-6

Any person who operates or parks a vehicle on the
campus shall obey all stop signs, yellow or white lines
for routing traffic, speed limit signs, parking signs,
one-way street signs, traffic lights or signals, and any
other sign, indicator, marker, or signal for the control,
direction, parking and general regulation for traffic
and vehicles on the campus of Clemson University
including, but not confined to, lawful hand, voice, whistle, or other commands or signals.
No Student shall operate his motor vehicle on midcampus between the hours of 8:15 a.m. to 12:00 noon
and 1:15 p.m. to 4:15 p.m. Monday through Thursday
and from 8:15 a.m. to 12:00 noon on Friday.
Any person who has an accident on the campus shall,
if the accident resulted in property damage or person
injury, report such accident to the Department of Security, in addition to complying with South Carolina
law regarding the reporting of accidents.
Clemson University shall place and maintain such
signs, markers, and other traffic control devices upon
Its campus as shall be necessary and sufficient to regulate, warn, or guide traffic.
No person, other than those persons who by nature of
their functions are required to do so, shall drive a motor vehicle upon any pedestrian path, sidewalk, grassed
area, safety zone, or any other area of the campus not
ordinarily used for vehicular traffic.
No person, other than those persons who by nature of
their functions are required to do so, shall operate
any vehicle In or upon any area of the campus which
has been closed by the use of barricades or other traffic control devices.

6-3

6-4

6-5

6-6

CHAPTER V. PROCEDURE
SfeL The Recorder of Clemson University in accordance
J^with Sec. 22-232 of theCodeof Lawsof South Carolina,
1962 shall have jurisdiction to try any person charged
with violation of any rule or regulation herein set forth.
5-2 Any person charged with such violation may waive his
right to trial by paying the assessed administrative
penalty provided in Chapter VI.
(a) Student violators will pay the assessed penalty in the
Traffic Office of the Student Residence Office.
(b) All other persons will pay the assessed penalty at
the Bursar's Office.
5-3 Any person charged with such violation who wishes-to
be tried must so notify the Department of Security or
the Traffic Office of the Student Residence Office as
appropriate within five (5) days, excluding Saturdays,
Sundays, and holidays, following receipt of that charge.
The Department of Security or the Traffic Office of
the Student Residence Office as appropriate shall then
notify the Recorder. A charge of violation shall be
considered received when notice of such charge is given to the operator of the vehicle or placed in a conspicuous place on the vehicle.
5-4 After such notification, no further action maybe taken
and no penalties may be assessed against such person
until the appellate process is completed.
5 -5 The Recorder s shall set a trial date and send notice of P
that date, by mall, to the person charged with the violation.

6-7

6-8

6-9

When violation by any person of any rule or regulation
herein set forth has been clearly established by voluntary admission or trial, such person shall be subjected
to an administrative penalty of two dollars ($2.00) with
the following exceptions:
(a) Failure to display or improper display of a University decal or permit shall result in an administrative penalty of fifteen dollars ($15.00);
(b) Unauthorized parking in a dormitory quadrangle or
service ramp shall result in an administrative penalty
of five dollars ($5.00);
(c) Violation of mid-campus area restrictions shall
result in an administrative penalty of five dollars
($5.00);
(d) Violation of posted speed limits may not be settled
by administrative penalty. All violators will be cited to
appear before the Recorder who may after trial if the
person is found guilty, impose a sentence of not to exceed a fine of $100 or imprisonment for not more than
30 days.
Such penalty shall be paid within five (5) days, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays from the time a
final decision or a voluntary admission in such case
has been rendered. If a more stringent penalty is imposed by any other Article of this Chapter, the more
stringent penalty shall be applied in lieu of the above
mentioned penalties.
In any case in which the guilt of a person by voluntary
admissions or trial of a violation of the Code has been
established and such person fails to pay the administrative penalty prescribed for the violation within five
(5) days from the time a decision has been rendered,,
such person shall, upon notice, be required to surrender his decal or permit and shall have all his operating, registration, and parking privileges suspended until such penalty Is paid. Such person may re-register
his motor vehicle after the penalty is paid.
Any person who is guilty by voluntary admission or
trial of more than four (4) violations of the Code during
one (1) semester or more than two (2) violations of the
Code during the collective summer terms shall, upon
notice, be required to surrender his decal or permit
and shall have all his operating, registration, and parking privileges suspended until next August 15. Such
person may re-register his motor vehicle after the
period of suspension ends.
Any person whose operating, registration, or parking
privileges have been suspended and who has been requested to surrender his decal or permit maypetition
the Vice President for Business and Finance for a review. The petition shall be in writing and shall state in
a clear and concise manner the grounds upon which the
petition is based.
Upon receipt by the Vice President for Business and
Finance of a petition duly submitted pursuant to the
provisions set forth in the preceding Article, said Vice
President shall examine the facts and shall make a
determination of the merits of the grounds presented
in the petition. Upon a finding that the grounds are
meritorious, the Vice President shall order modification or revocation of the action of the authority upon
whose order the surrender of the decal or permit was
requested and the operating and parking privileges
were suspended.
Any person who fails to surrender his decal or permit
or who operates or parks any motor vehicle on the
Clemson University campus after the date upon which
he is requested to surrender his decal or permit shall
have his vehicle impounded. Such person shall be responsible for the cost involved in removing, impounding, and storing of the vehicle. Clemson University,
its officers and employees shall not be liable for any
damage to the vehicle occurring during or resulting
from the impoundment, removal, or storage thereof.
Clemson University may, in addition to any other remedy herein provided, remove and impound any illegally parked or abandoned vehicle, or any vehicle found
on the campus with no license plates,, or any vehicle
parked in such a manner as to constitute a serious hazard to vehicular or pedestrian traffic or to the movement or operation of emergency equipment. The owner of such vehicle shall be responsible for all costs
involved In removing, impounding, and storing of such
vehicles. Clemson University, its officers and employees shall not be liable for any damage to the vehicle occurring during or resulting from the impoundment, removal, or storage thereof.
Any person who knowingly provides any false information concerning any matter or thing required by
the terms of these rules and regulations shall, upon
notice, be required to surrender his decal or permit
and shall have all of his operating and parking privileges suspended for one full year.
For those persons brought before the Recorder under
5-11, the fine to which such accused person may be
subjected may be increased by five dollars ($5.00).
For those offenses for which the penalty is not specified, the Recorder may at his discretion impose a sentence of not to exceed $100orimprisonmentnot to exceed 30 days.
BOARD ACTION: Approved and adopted.
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Tennis Outlook
Good For Spring

Jan. 16, 1970

By JOHN SEGARS
Sports Writer
MARYLAND
FG
FT B F TP
Kebeck
4-7 2-4
2
0 10
Wiles
3-5 0-0
2
5
6
Still
6-9 3-3
5
3 15
Milroy
0-0 0-0
0
0
0
Hetzel
6-13 6-7
8
3 18
Blank
5-12 3-4
7
2 13
Horst
5-11 3-3
7
0 13
Team Rebounds: 4
Totals
S89-57 17-41 3S IS 75
Pen—♦•—«: FG—50.9; FT—81.0

CLEMSON
Foster
2-5 1-1
7
2
5
Coakley
.... 1-4 0-1
1
0
2
Thomas
2-10 2-2
6
2
6
Yates
4-8 1-1
3
2
9
Mahaifey .... 3-5 3-3
4
3
9
Latin
3-7 3-3
5
3
9
Holzshu
2-2 0-0
1
2
4
Zatezelo
9-19 6-6
2
2 24
Weddell
0-10-0
1
0
0
Team rebounds: 3
Totals ... .26-61 16-17 33 16 68
Percentages: FG—42.6; FT—94.1
Attendance: 5500
MARYLAND
29 46—75
CLEMSON
SO 88—68

VIRGINIA
FG FT R F TP
Bagby
0-0 0-0
0
0
0
Case
6-15 819
1
5 20
Rash
3-6 0-1
0
5
6
Dewitt
2-6 0-2
8
4
4
Gerry
9-14 8-10 16
4 26
Hill
4-8 0-0
0
4
8
MeCandlish . 5-19 2-2 12
4 12
Kennelly .... 3-6 5-5
1
2 11
Miller
0-3 0-0
0
2
0
Team rebounds: 5
Totals .... 82-77.2S-29 38 80 87
Percentages: FG—41.6; FT—80.0
CLEMSON
FG FT R F TP
Foster
2-2 1-3
9
4
5
Coakley
3-4 2-3
2
3
8
Thomas
10-18 5-5
5
3 25
Yates
4-7 5-6
4
3 13
Latin
5-12 6-9 16
4 16
Zatezelo
11-19 8-10
1
1 30
Weddell
.... 1-2 3-5
7
35
Ross
0-2 2-2
1
0
2
Team rebounds:4
Totals ....36-33 32-43 45 45 104
Percentages: FG—54.5; FT—74.4
Attendance: 3300
VIRGINIA
37 50— 87
CLEMSON
53 51—104
GEORGIA TECH
FG FT R F TP
Mayer
10-12 5-9 11
4 25
Seemer
5-11 3-4
7
2 13
Yunkus
11-20 1-3 16
3 23
Veryzer
0-2 0-0
1
2
0
Thome
2-6 3-3
3
1
7
Hoggle
8-11 1-1
3
117
Wilson
3-4 3-5
4
4
9
Taylor
0-10-0
1
1
0
Wright
1-3 0-0
0
0
2
Team rebounds: 2
Totals
40-70 16-25 46 18 »«
Percentages: FG—57.1; FT—64.0

CLEMSON
FG FT R F TP
Foster
4-9 2-4
9
4 10
Coakley
1-9 2-3
7
4
4
Thomas
6-13 1-2
0
2 13
Yates
4-6 2-3
2
2 10
Latin
7-13 5-7 14
5 19
Zatezelo
....11-20 4-5
1
1 26
Weddell
0-0 0-0
2
0
0
Holzshu
1-2 0-0
0
0
2
Team rebounds: 2
Totals
34-72 16-24 35 18 84
Percentages: FG—47.2; FT—66.7
Attendance: 2311
GEORGIA TECH
49 47—96
CLEMSON
39 45—84

Fencing Becomes
Varsity Sport
By LARRY THOMA
Sports Writer
At the December meeting of
the AtlanticCoastConference,
Clemson's
representative
professor, R.R. Ritchie proposed that fencing be made an
official conference sport. The
resolution was passed and will
take effect on July 1, 1970.
Clemson has one of seven
teams now comprising the
Southern Division of the Amateur Fencing League of Amer-'
ca, whose exi stence prompted
the adoption of fencing as a
conference varsity sport.
Throughout the past few
years, the seven teams have
participated in intercollegiate
competition among themselves and in regional and
national NO A \ meets.
Clemson has hosted triangular meets in the past. On
February 7, Clemson will
again host a meet with N.C.
State, the Citadel, and UNC
participating.
Dr. Harold N. Cooledge of
the Architecture Department
has directed and advised the
fencing club in the past. He

Clemson's 1970 tennis team
should be one that students
and staff members will enjoy
watching. Tennis coach Duane
Bruley expects to have "at
least a strong team, possibly
has produced five teams which even as good as last year's
undefeated team (19-0) if the
have represented Clemson freshmen come through."
well in open competition and
However, it is more than
has seen the club grow from the fine team that will increase
a means of relaxation for ar- spectator enjoyment. The tenchitecture stuients to its pre- nis matches will be played on
sent status as a varsity sport. the new Laykold courts on the
old baseball field. This will
produce
a faster game than
The fencing club began rewas played on the slower Rugular practice last Monday in bico composition courts bethe YMCA. Dr. Colledge in- hind the field house. Bleachvites all old memters and
ers will be set up along the
those that may be prospective south side of the battery of
varsity candidates to report to six courts.
the YMCA any Monday, Wed The number one and two
nesday, or Friday from 5 to 7 matches will be played on the
p.m.
middle courts. The three and

Athletic Dept. Announces
Physical Fitness Classes
Athletic Director Frank Howard has announced the innauguration of a physical fitness
program open to all male students, The program is strictly
voluntary and will carry no
credit.
This is the first effort made
by the Athletic Department to
establish any sort of physical
program open to all students.

The program will be under
the supervision of the Athletic
Department with instruction
provided by members of the
coaching staff. The NCAA Official Interpretation which advises the setting-up of such a
program states:
"It is permissible for a
member of the athletic staff
(including a football coach) to

Shivlyls Only New Coach
Although seven assistant
coaches have been named to
new head football coach
Hootie Ingram's staff, the only new member is recentlyappointed Doug Shively.
Shively is the son of the
late Bernie A. Shively, longtime director of athletics at
the University of Kentucky
and a pillar in the NCAA as
chairman of the Basketball
Tournament Committee for

four singles matches on either
side of the first two, and the
number five and six singles
on the end courts.
North Carolina is predicted
to regain the title this year
since they lost no one from
last year's second place team.
Bruley emphasized that "we
can beat them."
At present the Tiger's No. 1
player is Sarfraz Rahim, a
junior from Lahore, Pakistan.
Rahim was runnerup in the
South Carolina Closed Tennis Tournament and a semifinalist in the Georgia-Carolinas Open last summer.
Taking second place in the
singles round robin this fall
was Nick Kelaidis, a junior
from Athens, Greece. Kelaidis
played tennis in Europe this
past summer. He battled his
way to the finals and semifinals of several tournaments.
At the beginning of this semester, he reached the finals in
the Rockbridge Invitational

many years and later a memed the Wildcats his senior year
ber of the Emecutive Commit- of the 1958 season.
tee.
Shively, 31, was born in
Lexington, Ky., and won 16
Shively returned to his alma
letters playing for sports at mater in 1966 to coach lineLafayette High. He played backers. He eventually befootball and baseball three came head defensive coach,
years for Kentucky while remaining with the Wildcats
working on his BS degree in for the 1967 and 1968 seaeducation, which he received sons. For the past year, he
in 1959. He was named to the has been in private business
All-Southeastern Conference in Lexington.
sophomore team and captain-

conduct a physical fitness
class for male students of the
institution provided:
"(1) Attendance of any varsity football players shall be
on a voluntary basis,
"(2) The classes are open
to all male students of the institution.
"(3) The class hours and
programs have been publicized in appropriate publications
and/or on the proper bulletin
boards of the Institution.
"(4) The class must be for
physical fitness purposes only."
Classes will be held Monday
through Friday from 4-5 p.m.
and 5-6 p.m. beginning January 19. Fike Field House and
Athletic Department practice
fields will be used.
All male students are encouraged to participate. Students have until 12 noon Friday (today) to register.

tournament in Columbia.
Many of the top players in
the ACC were in this tournament.
Eddie Shelton.ajuniorfrom
Winterpark, Fla., placed third
in the round robin. Shelton
worked the last two summers
as an assistant tennis professional in Wheeling, West
Va. In the only tournament
he has entered since high
school, he knocked out the
number three seed in the First
Annual Chatanooga Open
Grass Courts Championship.
A much improved Arthur
Abbott, a senior from Sumter,
took the number four position.
Abbott commented that on the
new courts he felt that he had
"more potential to beat his
opponent." Thecoachpraised
Abbott, observing that he had
improved very much in all
phases of the game.
Number five position was
taken by a freshman from
Hollywood, Fla., Larry Maggiorre. He believes that the
hard courts have helped his
game. Maggiorre is tentatively ranked number seven in
Juniors in Florida.
The number six spot is held
by another freshman, Steve
Parsons of Charlottesville,
Va. Parsons won a big tournament this summer, the
Southern Juniors and Boys
Championships at Davidson,
N. C.
A sophomore from Greenville, Terry Wilkins, holds the
number seven position. Wilkins currently holds the South
Carolina Closed Doubles
Championship. In 1968, he
ranked 13th in juniors in the
South.
Jimmy Poole, a sophomore
from Raleigh, N.C, came out
eighth in the round robin. Bruley said that he has improved
by working hard during the
summer. He is a good doubles
player but needs more consistency and a better serve.
Rusty Hamilton, a freshman
from Daytona Beach, Fla.,
is ranked ninth this fall. Hamilton played number four on
his high school team, which
placed second in Florida.
In the last eight years Clemson has placed first in the
ACC once, second six times
and fourth once. With only
one senior on the team, it
seems very probable that it
will continue to rank high in
the next few years.

Coakley In For A Basket
Clemson guard John Coakley (12) drives in for a field
goal during Monday's 68-75 loss to Maryland. Playing defense for the Terps are Will Hetzel (50) and Charley Blank
(53).

Howard Coaches
South All-Stars
Clemson athletic director
Frank HowardMnade his final
official football coaching appearance last Saturday when
he guided "the South All-Stars
to a 35-15 victory over the
North in the annual Hula
Bowl Game in Honolulu, Hawaii.
Howard, looking relaxed in
his bright, colorful Hawaiian
shirts, returned to his Clemson duties Monday and has
since been engaged in recruiting activities with new head
football coach Hootie Ingram.
The Clemson mentor was in
charge of the South defensive
unit which successfully shut off
the passing performance of
Purdue's Mike Phipps.
Howard was quoted assaying, "There are many great
athletes out here," before the
game. Evidently, the athletes
didn't disappoint the fans who

witnessed the game in person
or on television.
Howard didn't disappoint
his avid fans, showing the
famous "Howard Mannerism"
when being introduced to the
crowd prior to kickoff.
The Hula Bowl also marked the end of another great
coach's career. Jack Mollenkopf of Purdue, who guided
the North, annou need his retirement from the coaching
ranks while in the nation's
50th state.
The Hula Bowl was the
ninth time Howard had appeared in a post-season allstar game.
Under his guidance, Colorado's Bob Anderson, Steve
Owens of Oklahoma, Cliff
Powell of Arkansas and the
other fine Soith stars gave
Howard a fitting retirement
present for his long career...a
victory.

DEPARTMENT OF SERVICES
REFRIGERATOR RENTALS
TODAY
1-6 P.M.
TRAINING
ROOM
HARC0MBE
C0MMNS
$18.
RENTAL FEE
«10. DEPOSIT
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Hootie
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Hootie says he likes Clemson. He says
the students are friendly and we have "the
best possible atmosphere for good football."
In an interview with the Tiger, Clemson's
new football coach, Cecil "Hootie" Ingram
revealed his program for making Clemson
great. Ingram isn't over-optimistic, but
rather states that it will take hard work and
time to achieve his goal.
Hootie is a rather personable man and
seems to be able to get along with his fellow
workers and the football players exceptionally well. His mild mannered approach to
being a football coach, though, is merely a
facade. Under the smiles and easy going
gestures is a man whose competitive spirit
dictates and provides the drive for all he
does.
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Last week he spent most of his days and
part of his nights talking to the football players one by one. Ingram is telling them that
he expects them to make sacrifices to help
make Clemson football what he thinks it
should be.
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Ingram said, "There are certain sacrifices
the football player needs to make. If the boy
is dedicated to do it on his own, it produces
a truer type of dedication and effort.
If they can exercise the self-discipline
they we'll have a good football team; if they
can's, then I'll have to exercise my authority."
.
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Hootie is meticulous and emphasized
that the little things add up. He explained
that lots of sleep, the right food, and good
study habits were part of these little things,
and that they regularly played an important
part in creating an athlete's attitude towards
; winning.
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It's easy to see that Hootie isn't bothering
with too many of the mechanics of the game
yet, but rather worrying about grinding the
tools into fine precision instruments.
Hootie has other considerations, though,
One of the main ones is the attitude of the
student body towards the football team. He
said he would like to see an enthused student body in both winning and losing years.
Ingram realizes that it takes a special kind
of student body to provide this and he is sure
Clemson has that kind of spirit.

The Old And The New
Former head coach Frank Howard
beams proudly as he introduces Clemson's
new head football coach, Hootie Ingram,
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By TIM SHULL
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Special to the Tiger
Si
On November 22 and 23
$':
the Clemson Sailing Club
Si hosted the SAISA Fall Cham-

—Hodges

to newsmen during the December 17 news
conference at which Ingram's appointment
was announced.

Season Sailors Take
Third In Tournament
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ers from the Dallas Cowboys
where he was the place kicking specialist. Grace returned
to Clemson in July, 1967,
after a highly successful season at Pendleton (S.C.) High
School while Liong Decame
a member of the staff two
years ago this past December 1st.
The 43-year-old Cone, a native of Pineapple, Ala., led
Clemson to two bowls (1949
Gator and 1951 Orange) belore joining tne lireen Bay
Packers for a seven-year stint.
After coaching at University
Military School in Mobile,
Ala., two years, he came out
of retirement and played one
year with the Cowbbys.
Cone received his BS degree in agricultural education
from Clemson in 1951. He
served as captain of the 1950
team. While at Clemson he
was All-Southern two years,
all-state three years and received the valued Teague
Award, denoting the top amateur athlete in the Carolinas.
Cone served under Howard
as chief recruiter.
Grace is a native of McKeesport, Pa., where he lettered two years in football.
He was on the Clemson football squad and was a mem"The dedication and loyalty ber of the 1959 Bluebonnet
that these three have to Clem- Bowl team while earning his
son is unsurpassed,"Edwards BS degree in economics and
said. "Their contribution to education, which he received
our university family in gen- in 1962. He earned his maseral and to the athletic depart- ters degree from Clemson this
ment in particular cannot be past summer.
After graduation from Clemmeasured in dollars and cents.
We are happy they will remain son, Grace was an assistant
coach two years at Pendleton
in our community."
High School and was elevated
Former offensive backfield
coach Art Baker will not be ■ to head coach in 1966. That
back with the Tigers nextyear year his team won the State
as he has accepted an assistant Class A championship with a
13-0 record. He has been servcoaching position at Texas
ing as assistant freshman
Tech.
The six assistants retained coach.
Long has served as an aswere: Whitey Jordan, Fred
Cone, Ronnie Grace, Bobby sistant to Cone since joining
Long, Larry Beckish, and the Clemson staff, with his
Tom Bass. The new assis- main responsibility being recruiting in the state of Geortant is Doug Shively.
Jordan became a member of gia. A native of Savannah,
the Clemson staff in July, Ga., the 25-year-old Long was
1959, following his gradua- a three-sport star at Savannah
tion from Clemson with a BS High where he was named the
degree in education. He let- best linebacker in the city as
tered in football three years well as being a member of the
Wigwam All-America team.
for the Tigers.
He assisted with the freshBass and Beckish were the
man team as a student while last two additions made by
finishing up on his degree
and then served as assistant
freshman coach four weeks
(1960-63). He was head freshman coach for one year
(1964) before being elevated
to varsity where he worked
with ends and, flankers for
three years.
Before the start of the 1968
season he was promoted to
head offensive coach and
worked with the interior linemen. The 33-year-old Jordan
is a native of Florence and
graduated from Florence
High School where he lettered
in football, baseball and basketball.
Cone joined the staff eight
years ago, coming to the Tig-

The coming of Cecil"Hootie "
Ingram as Clemson head football coach has started what is
probably the biggest coaching
shake-up to ever take place at
Clemson.
Ingram was named head
coach last Dec. 18 after Frank
Howard resigned following
his 30th year as head coach.
Six of Howard's assistant
coaches have been retained
by Ingram and one new coach
has been hired. Three additional assistants are expected
to be chosen at a later date.
Former assistants Banks
McFadden, Bob Smith, and.
Bob Jones have been given
other jobs on campus. The
nature of those jobs has not
yet been released.
Jones, who was 61 this past
November, is the senior member of the staff, having completed his 40th year with the
athletic department. McFadden, a two-sport All-America,
has been on the staff 26 years,
while Smith, a former head
coach at Furman, rounded
out 20 years this past season.
Besides their coaching years
both Jones and McFadden
were outstanding athletes in
their undergraduate days with
the Tigers.

He says his motto is "Quick to praise, :•:•. pionships on Lake Hartwell.
slow to criticize," and he hopes that the stu- Si Including Clemson, six
schools participated in the
dent body will join him in his philosophy.
two-day meet.

Hootie Ingram is dedicated to his job.
He's good and he's proved that at Arkansas.
He thinks he can take the material at Clemson and work it into a good football team.
He has asked the public and the student body
for a fair amount of time to produce results.
Hootie has made it clear that his job is not
to enter into the financial affairs of the Athletic Department and that this is still Frank
Howard's domain.
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Changes Made In
Coaching Staff
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The Citadel won the regatta
followed by U. of Va. and
Clemson. The remaining participants in order of finish were
Old Dominion, USC and Davidson. This was the largest
meet ever held at Clemson
and was an impressive sight
for spectators.
Including the Wildlife Commissioner, there were some
eighteen boats on the water.
These included the fond old

Don't believe
everything you hear.

dame, the Ark (the Zeus),
and twelve sailboats.
Beautiful weather held for
both days of racing. Three
races in each division were
held Saturday afternoon, and
the remaining three Sunday
morning. As is typical in most
sailing events, getting started
was the most difficult part.
Once the racing started, the
action was far from slow. With
a brisk breeze and a well laidout course, the event taxes the
skill of the skippers.
The Clemson Club hadprocurred three walkie talkies
from the ROTC Dept. Although the conversation at
times was not up to the radio
telephone procedure, the PRC6's really saved a great deal
FRESHMAN LOTTERY
CHAMPAIGN-URBANA(CPS)—The University of Illinois college of arts and sciences which recently announced that it had selected its 1970
freshman class by lottery, has
reversed itself and decided to
admit all qualified applicants.
The college now plans to
start the lottery for the freshman class in 1971, as was its
original intention. It decided
to move up the lottery to 1970
when applications exceded
available spaces in the university and then decided to
admit everyone when it became aware of hardships falling to the 847 qualified applicants who lost in the lottery.

of time and facilitated in controlling the activities.
The most important result
of the weekend was the impression given the other
schools by the Clemson sailing facilities. The other
schools were impressed with
the additional boats and the
Zeus?
The big committee boatwas
used to ferry people to the
racing area and to tow the
raft used for changing skippers. Sunday morning, due
to lack of wind, the Zeus towed the raft and six Penguins
to the racing area. It was a
sight to behold as mother and
her ducklings proceeded down
the lake in the early morning
mist.
The Clemson Club plans to
host another regatta this
spring, but the time is still
being discussed. The plans
for the spring trip are almost
complete. A series of classes
on seamanship will be held
in preparation for the trip.
The schedule and content of
these classes will be published at a later date. The public
is invited.

Howard before his retirement.
Bass came to Clemson Feb.
19, 1967, from the University'
OF Tennessee while Beckis!
joined the Tiger varsity ranks
Feb. 1, 1968, from the University of Tampa (Fla.).
Beckish, a 1963 graduate
of Wichita State where he lettered three years in football
and was named to the AllMissouri Valley Conference
team as an end, is a native
of Paterson, N. J., where ha
played four years of baseball
arid four years of football at
Central High.
He served as a graduate
assistant at Wichita State in
1964, working with defensive
ends and then was defensive
end coach there in 1965 after
graduation. The 27-year-old
Beckish moved to Tampa in
1966-67, where he was offensive line coach.
Bass coached at Tennessee
(1966) after being highly successful in Volunteer High;
school circles. A native of
Mooresville, N.C., where he
lettered in baseball, basketball and football at Mooresville High, he graduated from
Maryville College (Tenn.) in
1963, where he played football, baseball and wrestling
for the Scots. He has completed all work except his thesis in science education at Tennessee.
The 33-year-old Bass
served as assistant coach one
year at Sevier County High
School in Sevierville, Tenn.,
and then was head coach there
four years where he compiled
a 35-7-2 record. He was East I
Tennessee coach-of-the-year
in 1964 as well as Knoxville
Journal coach-of-the-year. He
was the winning coach (21-0)
in the East Tennessee all-star
game and his teams at Sevierville were always in the Top 10
in Tennessee.
Bass has been the head
freshman coach for the past
two years and was undefeated
(5-0) this past season.
Shively of Lemington, Ky.,
a member of one of the most
respected athletic families in
the Blue Grass state, will soon
join the staff as an assistant
coach.

Last Chance

To Purchase
1970 Taps
FILL OUT FORM AND
SEND $7 CHECK TO

'\6ksvvagens are had to dive
A fully automatic transmission* comes in
Volkswagen's Fastback and Squareback Sedans.

Don't you be the cause of
carelessness!

Religion
for the Coming Age
• Universal Peace must
have direct action to be
a reality.

'Vokswagens don't hold enough!
Volkswagen's Squareback Sedan has more than
.twice as much carrying space as the average sedan.

• Life is not based on
futility alone.
• Spiritual qualities that
advocate individual
thought and responsibility.
• A way of life that despite malignment, distortion, misinterpretation and misunderstanding has stood the
test of time for over
3500 years.

Volkswagens are ugly"
Volkswagen's Fastback Sedan doesn't even look
like a Volkswagen..

• A way of life that deals
effectively with the
sometime painful act
of Intermarriage.
• Write us for information on a way to a
saner world.
Send $2.00 for

"JEWISH
INFORMATION"

FRANK MYERS MOTORS, INC.
3302 N. Main St. Anderson, S.C.

The Lakeside Studio
is proud to offer an
outstanding collection
of fine graphics • Old
Masters: Beham, Durer,
Pencz, Rembrandt,
Urs Graf, and more •
Modern: Appel, Braque,
Miro, Picasso, and others
Special
collection
of American
ican]
Artists
THE LAKESIDE STUDIO
to $3000

BOX 2216
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
NAME

SCHOOL ADDRESS

CLASS

s> IBM

date:

JANUARY

time:

l0

2I (970

-

:°° AM TO 4:00 PM

plaCe: RUDOLPH LEE GALLERY - COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
Jewish Information Society
of America — Dept. C,
72 East 11th, Chicago, 60605

TAPS

MUST BE RECEIVED BY
FEBRUARY 15
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Summer
Camp Jobs

CAMPUS NEWS

Offered

Marines Are Coming
The U.S. Marine Corps Officer Selection Team will be
visiting Clemson University
on January 19-21 to acquaint
interested students with Marine Officer Candidate programs, both ground and aviation.
Any interested student is invited to contact Captain Dowd
in the main lounge during the
above dates.
Eligible juniors, sophomores, and freshmen may apply for the platoon leaders
class and the platoon leaders
class aviation. This program
requires two 6-week summer
camps at Quantico, Virginia
and does not involve drills
or classes during the school
year.
The candidate is commissioned a second lieutenantupon graduation from college.
A graduate or senior may
apply for the officer Candidate course or the Aviation
Officer Candidate Course.
CHRISTIAN ELEMENTS
Dr. Harold N. Cooledge,;
Jr., Alumni Professor, School
of Architecture, Clemson University will address the Clemson Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship Sunday 10:30
a.m. in the YMCA Clubroom.
The public is invited.
The lecture is titled, "PreChristian Elements in Christian Faith." During the lecture, the church school is in
session for children from nursery through the sixth grade.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
The National Service fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega,
urges all men interested in
joining the organization to
attend the drop-ins on Tues.
and Wed. evenings from 7
p.m.-9 p.m. at the YMCA.
CHRONICLES
Any student who did not
get either of the two issues
of the "Chronicle" distributed
during the first semester are
urged to come by the office
on the ninth level of the student center.
The issues were dated May,
1969, and fall, 1969.
Any writers, photographers,
illustrators, or other potential
contributors are invited to attend weekly staff meetings at
7:30 p.m., Sunday in the offices or drop contributions in
the blue box on the loggia.

RUGBY DROP-IN
The Clemson Rugby Football Club will hold an intrasquad scrimmage Sunday at
2 p.m. on the YMCA field.
Everyone interested in joining this sports-social club is
cordially invited to attend
both the scrimmage and the
drop-in afterwards.
"Taps" pictures are to be
taken of members at the scrimmage.

and priority based on academic classifications.
4. Applications involving
more than one student must be
turned in together.
No application, other than
those of an emergency nature,
will be accepted after Feb. 9.

YOUNG DEMOCRATS
The Clemson University
Young Democrats will hold
their first meeting of the 1970
spring semester in Room 107
CAPE KENNEDY
of Hardin Hall at 7 p.m.
There will be a meeting of
Tuesday.
the Society of American Military Engineers Thursday,
AFOQT
Jan. 22, at 7:30 p.m. in the
The Air Force Officer Qualbasement of the M.S. hut.
There will be a guest speak- ifying Test (AFOQT) will be
er from Duke Power Co., and administered in Room 30,
Tillman Hall on Saturday'
plans for the upcoming trip January
31, 1970.
to Cape Kennedy will be disAll persons interested in an
cussed.
Anyone in ROTC or engi- Air Force commission are
neering is urged to attend. urged to take the AFOQT.
Contact Capt. Peavler at ext
207, ext. 333, or third floor
RESEARCH CONTRACT
Tillman Hall.
T. T. Yang, professor of
mechanical engineering, has
received a $2,000 research
RESEARCH GRANT
contract from the General
John Jacobus, assistant proElectric Company to make a
fess or of chemistry, has repreliminary study of the therceived a Frederick Gardner
mal interference on a multiple
Cottrell grant-in-aid for
industrial gas turbine system.
$3700 from the Research Corporation to initiate research
STUDENT PARKING
Student vehicles must be
moved before noon from A
street and G street in the immediate block of the Coliseum
prior to each home basketball
game.
For one game — the USC
game — all of G street will
be cleared.
Please park these vehicles
in the large paved lot west of
Memorial Stadium.

in "Base-Catalyzed Rearrangements of Keto-Acids."

BLOODMOBILE VISIT
The American Red Cross
Bloodmobile will be at the
YMCA from 10 a.m. until 4
p.m. Friday, Jan. 23.
University students, employees, and citizens of the
community are urged to participate in the Red Cross Blood
Program.
4-H CONFERENCE
All former 4-H Club members are invited to attend the
Southeastern Inter-Collegiate
4-H Conference tobeheldjan.
23-25 at Rock Eagle4-H Center, Eatonton, Georgia.
Cost will be $10.00 per person payable on arrival at the
4-H center and covers two
nights and five meals.
Transportation will be furnished by the Clemson University 4-H Club and will
leave the loggia (Johnstone
Hall) at approximately 4:30
p.m., Friday, Jan. 23.
Anyone interested in attending should contact John Steer
at 654-9917 or Miss Joyce
Richardson in the State 4-H
office.

JU&&AU
For Spring Vacation

ROOM CHANGES
On Jan. 19, 1970, the Student Residence Office will start
accepting room change applications. In order to accomplish a change, the following
procedures will be followed:
1. The student must pick up
a room change application
from the hall supervisor or
monitor.
2. He then fills it out and
turns it in at the Student Residence Office.
3. After receiving the application, the Assistant Dean of
Men will either approve or
disapprove the application
based on the availability of
space, the needs of students,

* Roundtrip jet flight * Cabs to/from airport
and hotel * Accommodations for 7 nights,
8 days at The Royal Elizabeth Hotel
* The Columbus Hotel

TILLMAN HALL AUDITORIUM
8:00 P.M.

BergrenTakesWing Post
Cdt. Col. Scott C. Bergren, an economics
major from Greenville, succeeded James R.
Todd, Jr. as the Air Force ROTC Wing Commander in a change-of-command ceremony
Dec. 4, 1969 on Bowman Field.
Bergren, the recipient of the Vice-Commandant's Award for his Field Training performance as the top cadet in his flight, serves as
the Arnold Air Society commander, the Scabbard and Blade Administrative Officer, and
is a member of Delta Phi Kappa social fraternity.

RAQUEL
WELCH
IIM
"FLAREUP

MGM presents a GMF production (■§
METROCOLOR

MON-TUE.-WED. » JAW. 19-20

Ipfitatre
at
Sty? &foog Hall
ED PORTER ON THE GUITAR
NIGHTLY

* The Dolphin Hotel

* Or economy accommodations at The
Carleton House
* The Parthenon Hotel
Miami to Nassau $107 Economy
$128 Standard
Atlanta to Nassau $169 Economy
March 14-21
See John in 13-409, Call 654-9895
Reservations Must Be Made By Feb. 10

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 21,1970

Scott Bergren. left, take* command of
the Air Force ROTC Wing in a change-of command ceremony on Bowman Field.

.Interviews for summer camp
jobs will be held at the YMCA
next Tuesday from 1 to5 p.m.
and from 7 to 9 p.m. for all
interested Clemson students
and staff.
Directors of 15 to 20 summer camps will hold these interviews. They represent male,
female, and coed camps which
are run by churches, Boy
Scout organizations, YMCAs,
and private organizations.
Former commander James Todd congratuMany types of positions are
lates Bergren.
opep: camp counselor, activity head, and instructor in
either riflery, hiking, horseback riding, or nature.
Salaries can range from
$ 150 to $500 for the summer
Members of the Wing Staff are Tom Moss, plus room and board, dependvice-commander; Marty Kearse, personnel ing on age, experience and reofficer; Rodger Hatchell, administrative offi- sponsibility.
cer; Ken Dykstra, operations officer; David
There is no fee or obligation
Williams, material officer; William Fowler,
for anyone who attends this
inspections officer; Eugene Smith, ahtletic
program.
officer; William Lindstrom, briefing team commander; and John Settle, information officer.
SAT.-SUN. . JAN. 17-18
Commanders are Bobby Barker, command
leadership school; William Cooper, flight instruction program; Phett Siedschlag, band;
William Gilbert, group I, Andy Cochet, group
II; and Lawrence Owen, group III.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS
THE ED PORTER QUARTET

"..'.The Minx makes
Curious Yellow look pale'"
NEW YORK DAILYNEWS

ADULTS
ONLY

IN
COLOR

THUR.-FRI.-SAT. • JAN. 22-24
ADVANCE PRICES
In new screen splendor...
The most magnificent picture ever!
DAVID QSEL2NICKS-.

JF

MARGARET MfTCHEUS

GONE WITH
THE WIND
S!E8E0PH0Nir:.S0UNIjMEM«fo!< • AII MM W -niw.

Clemson Theatre
PHONE 654-3230

TICKETS ON SALE AT
BOTH CLEMSON DINING HALLS
AND L. C. MARTIN'S DRUG STORE
$1.00 IN ADVANCE
$U5 AT THE DOOR

